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ABSTRACT
The Criteria & Indicators (C&f hierarchical framework forms the crucial link to the

reporting on biodiversity, at international, national, provincial and local levels.
Conservation and monitoring of biodiversity has been implemented by establishing

criteria and indicators (C&I) for sustainable forest management in Canada. The
incorporation of indicators is the interface between research and policy. Determination of
the indicators are based on an extensive review ofliterature on application ofindicators

in forest management, with emphasis on the boreal forest ecosystems around the world,
and expert opinion through the Delphi approach. The indicators obtained were

incorporated into a matrix according to scaling criteria. Incorporating biodiversity
indicators in forest management, however, is constrained by a number of factors such as
cost, certificationrequitements, and feasibility of use in the field.

I used expert perception of biodiversity indicators to help understand underlying
constraints and reduce conflicts among stakeholders in monitoring indicators. Perception
mapping provided a rapid way to assess expert opinion with respect to the development
and monitoring of biodiversity indicators, as
sustainable forest management goals.

well

as

to gauge progress toward achieving

My research focused on the various groups of

biodiversity indicators classified according to scale and expert perceptions of the relative
importance of each $oup. In this study, experts were asked to rank biodiversity

indicators in order to address the current situation, likely future scenarios, and where
forest managers could be without cost constraints while monitoring these indicators. The
landscape-based groups of indicators were the most feasible for forest managers. Experts

had diverse opinions regarding species-based indicators. Experts also thought the least
developed were the gene-based indicator group. Perception maps were generated to

visually represent how experts perceived these indicator groups and supporting literature
was assessed to develop best practices for futu¡e indicators. This mapping approach helps
us in making informed policy decisions and streamlines our focus on incorporating

indicators for monitoring sustainable forest management and conservation of
biodiversity.
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1.0.0. Introduction

1.L.0. What is Biodiversity?

Biodiversity, an enigmatic aphorism, is the "variety of life and its processes on
which all flora and fauna depend" (U.S Forest Service 1990; Baydack et al.1999). Life

as

we see and know today is due to biological diversity, and our continued existence
depends on conservation of this diversity (Baydack et al. 1999). The term biodiversity is
a

recently coined terminology arising about two decades ago (Hawksworth 1995), but

diversity has been in existence since the very beginning of life. Biodiversity has been the
awakening or clarion call that has swept across the world, especially for those examining
and establishing conditions for the sustainability of future generations. Biodiversity has

single-handedly shaped the conservation biology paradigm ffamham 2002) leading to a
tremendous shift in policy implications, land use, resource management and decision-

making throughout the world.

1.2.0. The emergence of Biodiversity

Biological diversity has brought about wide ramifications in all fields since its
original definition (Norse & McManus 1980) indicated by far reaching implications to

policy and general approaches to conservation. Biodiversity, a shortened terminology for
biological diversity was first coined by V/alter G. Rosen in 1985 (Hawksworth 1995) for
the national forum on

"BioDiversity". Wilson (1988) later edited the proceedings of that

conference (Hawksworth 1995). Lovejoy (1980) is said to have also described it with
respect to the number of species, mentioning that rapid species decline was occurring

without permitting time for evolution. However, he provided no specific definition. Norse
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and McManus (1980) described the other two Ievels of what is now perceived in the

definition of biodiversity i.e. the ecosystem and genetic levels. Conservation of biological
diversity in U.S. National forests expanded the terminology to refer to community or
ecosystem, species and genetic level diversity issues (Norse et al. 1986). Definitions have

evolved to take into account all three levels of diversity namely ecosystem, species and
genetic components of biodiversity (Norse et aI.1986). Many researchers (Hawksworth
1995; Norse 1996; Baydack et al.1999; Farnham 2002) have traced the history and

evolution of the biodiversity terminology in the scientific literature. Mosquin et al. (1995)
defined five components of biodiversity, suggesting genetic, taxonomic, ecosystem
variations, their functions and the abiotic matrix enveloping them as how biodiversity
should be addressed. Biodiversity has changed conservation policy worldwide and
appears on more websites than scientific concepts

like relativity and sciences like

molecular biology (Norse and Carlton 2003)

1.3.0.

Biodiversity Conservation Paradigm in Sustainable Forest Management:

1.3.1. The Canadian

Biodiversity Strategy (CBS) definition of Biodiversity

The CBS definition of biodiversity is "The variability among living organisms

from all sources including, interalia, terrestrial, marine and other aquatic ecosystems and
the ecological complexes of which they are part; this includes diversity within species,

between species and of ecosystems." (Biodiversity Convention office 1995)

For biodiversity conservation to succeed in a forestry setting, the focus should be
on ecologically sustainable forestry that aims at the ecological integrity of the forest and
sustain other functional benefits (Mosquin et

al. 1995). The difficulty of

conserving

biodiversity arises from lack of knowledge on the exact number of species in Canada. Of
the estimated 140, 000 species only half have been described (Mosquin et al. 1995).

1.3.2. Evolution of Canada's Forest Strategy:

In Canada development of

a

National Forest Strategy took place over

approximately 25 years (Figurel).

1977 | First National Forest Regeneration Conference
1981 | First Forest Sector Strategy
1985 I Canadian Council of Forest Ministers formed
1986 | National Forest Congress
1987 | National Forest Sector Strategy & Brundtland
Report "Our Common Future"
1992 | Canadian Forest Strategy & United Nations
Conference on Environment and Development
(Rio) Conference

1993 | Task force established to determine C&I

1995 | Santiago Declaration and First C&I document
"Defining Sustainable Forest Management: A
Canadian Approach to Criteria and Indicators"
released.

2003 | Revised C&I framework released.

Figure 1. Evolution of Canada's Forest Strategy (Source Canadian Council of Forest
Ministers. 1997).

The year 1977 marked the first National Forest Regeneration Conference
sponsored by the Canadian Forestry Association. This led to the first Forest Sector

Strategy for Canada in 1981. The Canadian Council of Forest Ministers (CCFM) was

formed in 1985 to bring about a consensus among the 14 federal, provincial and

territorial ministers to work together on national and international issues regarding
sustainable forest management. This subsequently led to the National Forest Congress in
1986. The proceedings from the congress led to the National Forest Sector Strategy
1987 (National Forest Strategy 1998).

in

By 1990, changes in the perception of society's

views towards the environment led CCFM to focus on much wider areas in forest
management, primarily social, economic, and cultural values (Brundtland 1987). The

Brundtland report and extensive consultations with Canadians from all walks of life led
to the formation of the National Forest Strategy (1992). The Forest Strategy was
instrumental in showing Canada's commitment to sustainable development at the United
Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) inl992.
One of the 96 commitments of the Canadian Forest Strategy was to develop

criteria and indicators (C&I) to monitor and measure Canada's progress towards
sustainable forest management and conservation of biodiversity. The criteria and

indicators document was released in 1995, Defining Sustainable Forest Management: A
Canadian Approach to Criteria and Indicators. Progress has been made date on the

reporting and implementation of the indicators within the criteria and indicator
framework (Canadian Council of Forest Ministers 2000).

1.3.3. Criteria and Indicators at the Global level in Forestry:
Canada's C&I have subsequently been used in various forest industries

worldwide. At present seven major criteria and indicator processes and initiatives exist
globally, they are the International Tropical Timber Organization (ITTO), Pan-European,
Montreal, Tarapoto, Dry Zone Africa, Near East, Central American and African Timber
Organization (ATO) processes (Castañeda 1999). All of these processes are conceptually
similar in their objectives and approach.
Apart from forestry, the C&I initiative is being implemented in va¡ious other
ecosystems (Castañeda 1999), especially in rangelands

fflather and Sieg 2000), where

the applicability of the Montreal process C&I has been evaluated. The C&I concept has
been applied in other disciplines and areas such as rural sustainability (Gupta 200I).

1.4.0. The Issue:

l.4.l.Determining and Evaluating Biodiversity Indicators
Various approaches have been taken to incorporate biodiversity into sustainable
management of forests. The Canadian Biodiversity Strategy and the criteria and

indicators approach to Sustainable Forest Management work towards national and
intemational commitments of Canada to monitor and measure the state of Canadian
biodiversity status. However, there is a need to develop measures to conserve biodiversity
at all scales. This is especially true at scales where on-site forest management activities
take place, for the importance of conserving biodiversity can never be overstated, and

conservation of biodiversity in all aspects and at all levels is important @aydack et al.

tgee).
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The criteria and indicators developed by the Canadian Council of Forest Ministers

(CCFM) lend the framework required to develop biodiversity indicators at all levels.
Incorporating biodiversity indicators into a level of ecological ciassification, where
management activities take place, will help to attain the goal of conserving and
measuring biodiversity at all levels. In Manitoba, an ecological land classification at the
ecosite level is being developed to assist with management activities and decisionmaking. Ensuring compatibility of the biodiversity indicators with the ecological land

classification at the ecosite level will ultimately lead towards better management of
forests. The development of biodiversity indicators and their compatibility between the
various levels of ecological classification will provide linkages to the policy of

incorporating indicators in international, national, and sub-national levels.
The criteria and indicator approach

will

also give an opportunity to apply this

over different scales and create uniformity in application. The criteria and indicator
approach is recognized and adopted worldwide.

It is also essential to determine the

perception of experts regarding these indicators in forest management. However,

incorporating biodiversity indicators is constrained by a number of factors such as cost,
certification requirements, and feasibility of use in the field.
Based on the above facts, I proposed that determining expert perception of these

indicators would help to understand possible constraints in applying these indicators to
sustainable forest management.

1.4.2.

From the National level to Sub-national, provincial or?
The Forest Biodiversity Indicators Workshop (McKenney 1994) held in Sault Ste

Marie, Ontario brought out information relevant to scale, and described the need for

11

indicators to provide information and to operate across various spatial scales such as, the
national, regional and local levels. McKenney (1994) notes that an indicator should focus

on societal values and what is feasible to conserve, and biodiversity indicators should
provide feedback to decision makers on land use and resource utilization (Mackay et al.
t994).

The emerging issue is the need for provincial indicators or sub-national indicators
especially with respect to the various land classification scales (Working Group 2001).

Mosquin et al.(1995) identif,red this issue and suggested the need for involvement

of

provincial strategies for conserving biodiversity. The need to link datasets from local to
national levels has been highlighted (Canadian Council of Forest Ministers 2000).

Quebec and Ontario have already developed approaches and provincial level

indicator frameworks, in their jurisdictions (Canadian Council of Forest Ministers 2000
and Working Group 2001). Newfoundland and Saskatchewan are in the process

of

developing provincial indicators (Working Group 2001). New Brunswick has produced a

vision document for managing its forests (Canadian Council of Forest Ministers 2000). In
Manitoba, the forestlands inventory technical advisory committee (FLITAC 2000) has
also suggested expanding the scope of inventories by incorporating non-timber features,

biodiversity and recreational values. It also recommends that ecological classifications

of

forestlands, which are functionally operational, be completed to lead into the complete

ecological land classification (Ecological Stratification Working Group, 1996)

of

Canadian forests.

t2

1.4.3. Manitoba Ecosite Project and ELC
Research on ecosite classification at the University of Manitoba is being

undertaken in partnership with the three forest industries in Manitoba (Tembec, Tolko,
and Louisiana Pacific) the Province of Manitoba, Manitoba Hydro, Ducks Unlimited and

Geospatial International. Federal granting agencies NSERC, and SSHRC, and the
Canadian Forest Service, are also involved in developing this ecosite level

of

classification and decision support system for the boreal shield and boreal plains
ecozones of Canada in Manitoba.

1,.4.4. Ecosite

Ecosite are at a scale, which are mappable, and forest management activities are
carried out (Racey et al. 1996). In Manitoba, work has been carried out on sustainability

indicators (Manitoba Round Table 2001). However, the scale issue has to be reviewed in
their application to sustainable forest management and at the ecosite level of

classification. The various Model forests around the country have developed local level
biodiversity indicators (Model Forests 2000). Again the need is to determine

if

these

indicators are compatible to the ecosite level of classification that is being developed for
Manitoba. It is important to find out if these are applicable through out the province or

if

they are more specific to the region they were developed. Canada is covered by about 418

million hectares of forests(Canadian Council of Forest Ministers 2000). Dealing with
such a huge area makes

it necessary to look at surrogates to assess and measure the

overall health of the region. About 8.57o of the province is under protected areas (Parks
Canada 2000) while this effort is commendable, protected areas alone

will not solve

the

t3

need to conserve and maintain biodiversity; there is a need to develop pro-active
measures.

Pearson (1995) suggested measures and criteria for the development and selection

of indicator taxa; Noss (1990) suggested a hierarchical approach focusing on the three
attributes of biodiversity; composition, structure and function proposed by Franklin
(1981). For conservation of biodiversity to be possible, the indicator approach was
suggested as being the most plausible because, "Indicators are measurable surrogates

environmental end points such

as

for

biodiversity" (Noss 1990). Development of biodiversity

indicators and their compatibility between the various levels of ecological classification

will provide linkages to the policy of incorporating indicators in international, national,
and sub-national levels. The CCFM felt the criteria and indicator approach would also

give an opportunity to apply biodiversity indicators over different scales and create

uniformity in application.
1.4.5. Ecological Land ClassifÏcation and Criteria

& Indicators Hierarchy

Comparison:
The Canadian Committee on Ecological Land Classification (Canada Committee
on Ecological Land Classification 1977) was instrumental in incorporating ecological

land classifications as part of the inventory within forest management (Wiken and

I¡onside 1917). Sims et al. (1996) define Ecological Land Classification @LC) as a
scientific endeavor that attempts to organize, stratify and evaluate ecosystems (and
complexes of ecosystem) for the purpose of land resource management.
The ELC is an entity within a nested hierarchy of spatially definable polygons

(Rowe 196I; Urban et al. 1987). In Canada the CCELC hierarchy of land classification

T4

was established to aid in various natural resource management issues (Ecological

Stratification Working Group 1996).In a similar fashion the C&I initiative began to
evolve as it became apparent that no single national set of C&I will be able to cover the

regional and local requirements at all scales, subsequently provinces and model forests
across the country have begun developing their own

C&I (Working Group 2001) and a

C&I hierarchy has been established.
An ecological land classification is useful in conservation of biodiversity as a land
area, and all that resides on

it first needs to be spatially specified, assigned and described,

before proper management activities are carried out (Sims et al1996). Further, to

this common goal of conservation of biodiversity, there is
synthesis between and among the hierarchies.

a need

fulfill

for synergy and

It is essential that scalability and

compatibility benveen these various levels of organization, especially the C&I hierarchy
and CCELC hierarchy, be made. Linkages between the

C&I hierarchy and the CCELC

hierarchy is necessary for better management decisions.

C&I Hierarchy
Mon[eal Process C&I

-

CCFM C&I-National

International

CCELC Hierarchy
Ecozone 10 000

- 1000 000

sq km

Ecoprovince l0 000 -100 000 sq km

Ecosite l0 -,1000 ha,

Figure 2.

C&l

and CCELC Hierarchy Comparison.

1.4.6. Expert Input and Perception utilization:

Biological diversity has far-reaching implications in

a

wide array of policy areas.

A solution to address the issue of monitoring biodiversity in differing management
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decisions is to understand the perception of the experts as to why they believe it is

important for monitoring these indicators. This research focuses on the various groups of
biodiversity indicators classified according to scale and expert perceptions on the relative
importance of each group. Understanding the perceptions of the concerned experts

will

aid us in making informed policy decisions and streamline our focus on developing

indicators for implementation in sustainable forestry and managing protected areas for
the future.

1.5.0. Perceptual Mapping
Perceptual mapping is a graphics technique used by marketers and researchers

(Bigne et al.2002; Diamantopoulos et aL.2003; Kuhfeld 2004) that attempts to visually
display the perceptions of customers or potential customers, perceptual mapping
procedure utilizes readily available ratings data, which are used to satisfy management's
need for a competitive comparison (Wittenschlaeger and Fiedler 1997). Perceptual maps
are a tool to simplify many complex relationships and plot the interrelationships

of

consumer products, industrial goods, institutions, populations and individual opinions
(Wittenschlaeger and Fiedler 1997; Pan and Baker 1998). Any subject or individual that
can be rated on a range of attributes can be mapped to show their relative positions in

relation to other subjects or individuals as well as to the attributes they were rated on, this
mapped output is known as a perceptual map (Wittenschlaeger and Fiedler 1997; Kuhfeld
2004).
Perceptual mapping provides a rapid way to assess expert opinion with respect to
the development and application of indicators and how to assess their progress in

monitoring. In this current study, I address current expert perceptions, and identify expert

r6

perceptions with and without cost constraints for biodiversity indicators. This approach is

relatively less expensive, compared to collecting years of relevant data to understand
change in perceptions, and has the ability to repeat iterations with regards to changes in

perception. Currently this perceptual mapping approach is being used extensively in
marketing research (Bigne et aI.2002; Diamantopoulos et al. 2003). Perception mapping
has been used to study athlete opinions regarding banned substance use in sports (Pan and

Baker 1998) and it has also been used in education to understand student instructor
relationships (Williams and Lawson 2001). It is hoped that applying this methodology

with respect to expert opinions on biodiversity indicators will help in understanding
significant issues in sustainable forestry.

My research, in essence, compares and contrasts how and why experts in the field
view biodiversity indicators grouped by scale.

1.6.0. Research Objective:
The pu¡pose of this research is to assess expert perceptions on how to address the
conservation of biodiversity in sustainable forest management. Specific objectives of the
study are:

o

To identify possible biodiversity indicators for the conservation of biodiversity in
Manitoba through a literature review and expert opinion.

o

To decipher what experts perceive these indicators are achieving or not achieving.

o

To highlight the underlying relationships that exists between these various
indicator groups and relate them to the ecosite level of ecological classification.

t7

with regards
To apply perception mapping as a tool for analyzing expert opinion
protected areas
to biodiversity indicators in sustainable forest management and
management.

in
To recommend best practices for the development of future indicators
sustainable forest management.
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2.0.0 Methodology

2.l.0.Introduction:
The criteria and indicators, though well established and implemented at the

national level, however, need to also be considered at the local level. Developing these
indicators at the ecosite level in Manitoba is connected to forest management activities
occurring on the ecosite land classification unit. The research was carried out in three
phases Figure 3 explains the methodology adopted
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Figure 3: Schematic representation of the methodology adopted.
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2.2.0. Literature Review:
by reviewing the
Gathering information about indicators was accomplished

jurisdictions in canada, application of these
application of indicators over various other
reviewed. A literature review
indicators in Model forests across the country was also

of

of 101 indicators' which is
available indicators was carried out to develop a matrix
The indicator matrix was developed
discussed in the next chapter on indicator literature.

primarily from:

.

The Montreal Process indicators on monitoring biodiversity'

.

on biodiversity
Canadian Council of Forest Ministers (CCFM) indicators

.

Provincial indicators developed across Canada

.

emphasis on Manitoba Model
Model forests indicators across Canada with special

forest indicators and,

.

Scandinavia'
Indicators from global boreal forest regions especially,

2.3.0. ExPert InPut:

However,informationgatheredregardingtherelevantcriteriaandindicatorsneed
input is essential' Review
to be validated by local experts and expert knowledge

of

be scientifically credible and
scientific literature led to information, which needed to

employing different methods of
verifiable (Schuster et al. 1985). This can be achieved by
collecting techniques were
expert opinion gathering. Hence, different expert opinion
(NGT) have been used
explored, the Delphi Method and Nominal Group Technique
1975). Although both approaches
alternately for amassing goup opinion (Delbecq et al.
are very similar

in their goup
in collection of information, the two methodologies differ

al. 1975)'
processes and by the way data is collected (Delbecq et
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2.4.t. Nominal Group Technique (NGT):
Nominal group technique developed by Andre L. Delbecq and Andrew H. Van de
Ven in 1968 @elbecq et al.I975) is a structured group meeting, which requires the
physical presence of the experts around a table @elbecq et al. 1975). Silent generation

of ideas in writing takes place followed by round-robin recording of ideas on flip charts,

with discussions of each recorded idea for clarification and evaluation @elbecq et al.

lg75). To complete the process individual voting on important ideas through rank
ordering or rating is accomplished (Delbecq et al- 1975)-

2.4.1. Drawbacks of the Nominal Group Technique:

Anonymity is compromised because experts need to be present @elbecq et al.

ß15). Physical presence of experts is necessary and requesting all the experts to be
present at the same time could lead to inconvenience. Group discussions that are

interactive tend to have "process loss" (Steiner 1972). These may be due to mismatch
among experts, caused by status, influence of personality, social pressure on competent
experts by incompetent experts, and also by the quality of the contributions (Steiner
1912; Delbecq et

aL.

l9'15; Schuster et al. 1985).

2.5.0. The Delphi Process:
The RAND Corporation initially developed the Delphi technique during the 1950s

primarily to "obtain the most reliable consensus of opinion of a group of experts by

a

series of questionnaires interspersed with controlled opinion feedback'@alkey and

Helmer 1963).
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This tool can be used for condensing expert group knowledge @alkey et all969)
and typically was developed as a forecasting tool;

it can also be used in decision-making

(Fusfeld and Foster 1971 and Crance 1987). The subjective aspect of Delphi allows
linkages to quantitative data as well (Fusfeld and Foster I97I). The Delphi Method has
been accepted and applied in the fields of defense @alkey and Helmer 1963), corporate

planning (Fusfeld and Foster l97l), renewable resource management, medicine (Zaboy
1981) and education

(Jhl

1983). In wildlife management, it has been widely used with

respect to habitat suitability assessments and index curves (Schuster et al. 1985, Crance
1987, Mollohan et al. 1995 and Uhmann 2001).

Data gathering methods associated with expert opinions involving interactive
discussions have not only shown limitations in accuracy but also biases (Dalkey 1969 and
Delbecq et al.1975). The major premise of the Delphi process is to gather an unbiased
synthesis of expert opinion (Delbecq et al. I975). The Delphi approach leads to a
consensus of experts, where collation of expert judgement obtained is greater than

opinion obtained from a single expert (Dalkey 1969; Fusfeld and Foster 1971; Uhl 1983
and Crance 1987).

An aspect of the Delphi Method is anonymity of the experts during the
information-gathering phase (Dalkey 1969; Delbecq et aI.I975; Coughlan and Amour
1992).

" Delphi aims to make

use of the positive attributes of interacting groups" (Rowe

et al. 1991) and the social pressure to conform is removed by anonymity (Delbecq et

al.l975; Schuster et al. 1985). The essentials that charactenze a Delphi technique are
anonymity, iteration, controlled feedback, and statistical aggregation of group response
(Rowe et al. 1991).
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Three separate groups of individuals were needed to carry out the Delphi process for

this study (Turoff 1970:' Delbecq et al.I975).

1.

The decision-makers, and the group that receives and implements the
recommendations of the Delphi.

2.

A group or person, who

sends out the

initial questionnaire, summarizes and carries

out the Delphi.

3. A group of experts that answers the questions.
2.5.1. Why use the Delphi process in determination of Biodiversity Indicators:

Although information exists on biodiversity indicators in Manitoba, the
development of specific indicators needs refinement. Because, there are a whole array

of

possible indicators that can be used, which would be best for Manitoba at the ecosite

level of land classification needs to be determined. The Delphi process can be employed
as a useful communication tool in planning (LIhl 1983) and decision-making (Coughlan

and Armour 1992). The method has been used for gathering information in various fields,

but has not been applied on expert opinion of biodiversity indicators and perceptions. The

Delphi method also allows for current exchange of scientific and technical information
that cannot be accomplished by the traditional literature search (Crance 1987). The
method can also evaluate the applicability of biodiversity indicators in Manitoba.

2.5.2.O.Guidelines for the Delphi Method:
2.5.2.1. Number of experts:
The ideal number of experts is yet to be determined for the Delphi method
(Crance 1987). The number of respondents needed to constitute a respective sampling
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pool determines the number of participants. The "information processing capabilities of
the design and monitoring team" (Crance 1987) will determine the number

of

participants. Care was taken to prevent overrepresentation by stakeholders or individuals
(Crance 1987) from a single group or geographical area. In this study, experts were
determined from three major groups, government, industry, and university researchers.
2.5.2.2. Selection of experts:

Traditionally, the experts for the Delphi process will be selected by a method
commonly known as the snow- ball sampling method (Babbie 1998). One or more
identified experts in a field will be interviewed and asked to suggest whom they think are
experts in the area of the study being undertaken. The process

will continue until a

substantial list of experts and no new names of experts arise (Crance 1987). However, in
some cases the need to obtain representative experts from different areas of expertise

will

also be needed to address a particular concern.

I¡ a traditional Delphi

approach, once the experts have been finalized, each expert

is mailed an information package with a broad question on the topic to be addressed
(Delbecq et aL.1975 and Crance 1987), typically rank ordering questions to prioritize
them (Delbecq et al. 1975). Space is provided in the questionnaire for the participants to
suggest information to be included in the next round of questions. The first round
questions usually consists of unstructured questions

([Ihl

of

1983) with instructions to return

the completed questionnaire (Dalkey 1969; Delbecq et al. 1975; Crance 1987).
The summary of the responses is carried out and the second iteration begins by

forwarding the summary to the experts (Dalkey 1969; Delbecq et al.l975; Uhl 1983 and
Crance 1987). The summary is accompanied with a second set of questions highlighting
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the responses obtained from the first round (Delbecq et al.197S;Ilhl 1983 and Schuster
et al. 1985). The participants are requested to respond to the second questionnaire and the

highlighted agreements /disagreements arising from the first round (Crance 1987;
Coughlan and Armour 1992). The responses of the completed second questionnaires, on
return, are summarized (Dalkey 1969; Delbecq et al. 1975; LIhl 1983 and Crance 19g7).
The Delphi process is completed after a consensus is reached or an agreeable level

of

uniformity is reached among the experts (Delbecq et al1975; Uhl 1983; Schuster et al.
1985; Crance i987 and Uhmann 2001).

2.6.0. Modified Delphi approach:

2.6.1. Workshop Process:

Alternatively

a

modified Detphi with

a

workshop process may also be

implemented (Uhmann 2001),where the initial information gathering will be carried out

during a daylong workshop. Subsequently, the detailed suÍtma.ry and the second iteration
questionnaires are sent to the participants (Uhmann 2001).

2.6.2. Structured Questionnaires

:

The Delphi approach can be modified and a change warranted by the situation is
also acceptable, if there is enough information available to produce a focused and
structured questionnaire (Uhl 1983). The Delphi may also be used by skipping the first

round (LIhl 1983). One of the advantages of a structured questionnaire is its timesaving
and a straightforward approach

(Uhl 1983).

For the purpose of this research, I adopted the structured questionnaire approach,
since there is a lot of information available for the various indicators in sustainable forest
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management, such as the CCFM, Model Forest, and Provincial C&I. The need is to
determine what would be feasible for Manitoba, what indicators are already being

monitored, what needs to be monitored or implemented, and also what will most likely be
implemented as an ideal indicator. This process is essential for criteria and indicators
since decision-makers will be in a better position to make informed policy
recommendations.

2.7.0. Drawbacks of the Delphi process:
The Delphi process may be used in various expert opinion gathering exercises
(Uhmann 2001) however, certain disadvantages do exist must be taken into account
before proceeding with Delphi process.

1.

Time @elbecq et al.I975)

The time taken by experts to answer is considerably less compared to the time taken

to summari ze and.develop the subsequent set of questionnaires during each iteration
@elbecq et al. I975). Hence, time could be a limiting factor'

2.

Motivation @elbecq et al.I975)

Data collection is carried out in isolation. This could lead to decrease in the quality of

information obtained, as group motivation is not a part of the Delphi method (Uhmann
2001)

3.

Written skill (Delbecq et al.1975)

The written skill of the experts could also be a limiting factor in the Delphi process

misinterpretation could occur and "verbal clarification"(Uhmann 2001) will not be
possible because of the anonymity factor among experts @elbecq et al. 1975). Since
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differences cannot be discussed and arejust counted as ratings, the accuracy of

information could be reduced @elbecq et al. 1975).
2.8.0. Indicator Matrix Development:
The indicators were collated into a matrix based on ecosystem, species, and
genetic diversity, which are termed as elements in the CCFM C&I hierarchy. However,
some of the indicators, though related to the boreal forest were not present in Manitoba;

especially species-based indicators relating to large carnivores (Model Forest 2000) such
as (Jrsus arctos (Gnzzly bear) and therefore these were removed from the Indicator

Matrix.
With the large number of indicators that were identified, it was necessary to further refine
the matrix of indicators to arrive at a more feasible number of indicators.

2.8.1.

Matrix Refinement:
A matrix of 101 biodiversity indicators was obtained from the extensive literature

review. However, the feasibility of implementing all of the indicators was limited. Hence,

it was necessary to further refine the matrix; expert opinion from Academic, Provincial
and Industry personnel was gathered through snowball sampling (Babbie 1998).

2.8.2. Snowball Sampling:

In snowball sampling a primary contact is identified and used to identify
additional experts and continued until the contact names are repeated or the required
sample size is reached and the process is deemed complete. During the first iteration of

this study sampling consisted mainly of University researchers. The second iteration was
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more expansive with 13 experts selected equally from each of the three important areas
Academia, Provincial Government, and the Forest Industry.
The experts determined by snowball sampling suggested the refinement of the

matrix. The matrix was refined and divided into three elements (i.e. Ecosystem, Species
and Genetic diversity indicators) based on scale according to the CCFM

C&I

(Canadian

Council of Forest Ministers 1995).
Since the Ecosystem indicators were relatively large in number, it was further

refined into three sub-groups based on their function. The ecosystem based subgroups
were: a) Structure and Pattern, b) Protected Areas and c) Disturbance and Fragmentation.

The total number of indicators was reduced to half its original size by the process of
consensus elimination, where an indicator was eliminated

if experts consistently ranked

an indicator poorly. The final matrix yielded approximately

fifty indicators, with

approximately ten indicators in each of the five groups.

2.8.3. Questionnaires:
Four sets of questionnaires to assess expert perceptions were developed

(Appendix 1A-lD). Questionnaire A: Landscape based indicators were divided into three
subgroups, Questionnaire B: Species based indicators, Questionnaire C: Gene based

indicators, and Questionnaire D: To understand which among the five scaling groups the
experts considered most important to

fulfill their area of expertise or interest.

Experts were asked to rank indicators given in each of the questionnaires A, B, and C,
(the refined indicator matrices) in three categories: 1) best measure irrespective of cost, 2)
best for current implementation, and, 3) critical for future operational use within 5 years.
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Experts were also asked to rank questionnaire D according to their perception of each
scaling group based on its importance to their area.

2.9.0. Ranking:

In 1932, Renis Likert developed

a measurement method, called the

Likert Scales,

which has been used in attitude surveys. The system ranked answers that ranged from
"strongly disagree" to "strongly agree." The ranking in this study was implemented

following Likert (1932) type scale ranging from:
Traditionally, Likert type scales range from

I

1 very

very poor, to 10 very good.
poor to 5 very good or 1 very poor to

7 very good (LikertL932; Clason and Dormody ß9Q.In this study initially

a scale

of

1

to 5 was used in the first iteration, however, a scale of 1 to 10 was adopted in the second
iteration. A 1O-point scale has been employed in similar situations (Nass et aL.2001;
Berrenberg et aL.2002) to enable better dispersion of data.

2.L0.0. Iteration:
The Delphi method and the perception mapping were both implemented in an

iterative process, and the iterations were carried out to further refine the relationships
among and between the indicators and indicator groups. In this study, two sets of

iterations were carried out, the first consisted of a limited group of biologists, and the
second iteration consisted of a wider circle of experts from industry, provincial

government and researchers. Repeated iterations over a period of time will help decision
makers to assess changes in perceptions and attitudes, as experts assimilate more

information.
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2.11.0, Analysis:
Spearman Rank Correlations, Correspondence Analysis and

Multiple

Discriminant Analysis were the techniques used in development of perceptual maps since
these techniques were better suited for analyzing rank ordered data and are discussed

below.

2.12.0. Perceptual MaPPing:

Any subject or individual that can be rated on

a range

of attributes can be mapped

to show their relative positions in relation to other subjects or individuals as well as to the
attributes they were rated on, this mapped output is known as a perceptual map
(Wittenschlaeger and Fiedler 1997; Kuhfeld 2004). Perceptual maps are a tool to simplify
many complex relationships and plot the interrelationships of consumer products,

industrial goods, institutions, populations and individual opinions (Wittenschlaeger and

Fiedler 1997l' Pan and Baker 1998).
perceptual mapping has been used extensively in marketing research to answer
questions such as identifying customers, where a particular product is positioned, what
new products need to be created, where can new products be positioned (Kuhfeld2004).
Perceptual mapping is important to this study because of a need for visually
representing complex information on biodiversity indicators for forest managers to
determine and understand what indicators are important at present, as well as feasible for
the future. Therefore, perceptual mapping was used in this research to produce maps and

plots that displayed where a particular indicator was positioned in monitoring, what new

indicators will be needed, and whether there was a preference for a particular indicator
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group? In addition it enabled analysis of whether experts differ in preference for certain
indicators.

Kuhfeld (2004) suggests perceptual mapping can be implemented using an array
of methods such as correspondence analysis (CA) (Hoffman and Franke 1986; Malhotra
and Bartels 2002), multiple correspondence analysis (MCA), analysis of covariance

(ANCOVA) (Diamantopoulos et al. 2003), preference mapping (PREFMAP),
multidimensional preference analysis (MDPREF) (Pan and Baker 1998), and
multidimensional scaling (tililliams and Lawson 2001).

2.12.1. Spearman Rank CorrelatÍon

:

Spearman rank correlation (Spearman 1904) was used in the first iteration, since

the data being dealt with consisted of ranked data, as a preliminary analysis of perception
mapping a Spearman rank correlation (Table 6,7 & 8) was carried out to understand the
relationships among the experts and between the scaling groups.

In the second iteration there was also a need to understand what would be the best
group from the present to the future. Spearman rank correlation was carried out to
understand and better portray the relationships among the experts and between the scaling

groups over time. This is a coefficient based on calculating the differences in rankings for
an individual on the two variables to be correlated.

Kendall's (1938) tau coeffrcient was not used because it requires an assumption
that the rarks are continuously distributed (Hays and Winkler 1975).
Spearman rank is useful as a measure of strength of the relationship between two

variables. Spearman rank is also better suited for non-parametric data (Hays and Winkler

lg75). A weakness of Spearman rank is the inability of the correlation between two
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variables to not imply or describe the cause (Crichton 1999) (i.e. one causing the other)
since both variables may be related to a third underlying variable.

2.12.2. Multiple Discriminant Analysis :

MDA is similar to the multivariate analysis of variance (Legendre & Legendre
1998) and is also known as canonical variates analysis. The objective of MDA is to

maximally distinguish two or more natural groups of individuals in

a

multivariate space.

This method can be used as a formal statistical approach to determine the significance of
group separation as well as provide a " Descriptive" ordination of group relationships on
a scatterplot.

Discrimination is accomplished by finding

a series

of axes (similar to

ordination axes) that maximize the between-groups variance relative to the variance

within goups. The method also determines which of the p variables (CA axis 1) are most
useful in discriminating the g (expert) groups.

In this study, MDA was used to explore whether occupation influenced expert
perceptions of biodiversity indicators. MDA was also used descriptively to better
understand perceptual mapping results.

2.12.3. Correspondence Analysis

:

For the mapping approach, Correspondence Analysis (CA) (Greenacre 1984) was
used. CA is a technique that graphically displays scaled response and can be implemented

in almost all rectangular matrices (Higgs 1990). CA best describes two-way associations
(Malhotra and Bartels 2002) or two-way dual scaling (Walker pers.com 2004). The CA
positioned experts based on how they ranked the indicators and indicators based on how
they were ranked by experts. The CA also reduced the dimensionality of the data and
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makes the data easily interpretable (Greenacre 1984; Hoffman and Franke 1986; Higgs

1990). CA would also help in the interpretation of motivation (Higgs 1990), about why
experts want to measure certain gloups and indicators over other indicators, since

requesting a direct response could possibly bias opinions (Rice 1989; Higgs 1990) here
bias implies the experts changing their normal response because they think the answer
should be different. CA also gives an opportunity to track changes over time (Higgs
1990), hence perceptual maps could be ideal for incorporating within Decision Support
Systems (DSS)

with regards to tracking expert perceptions of these indicators and give

forest resource managers insights into making policy decisions such as focusing on what
group of indicators needs more data to begin monitoring, and for what group of indicators
more data is likely to become available in the near future'

of expert opinion for the
euestionnaire D was used to develop a perceptual map
question, which among the five groups, was most likely to

fulfill their area of expertise.

Also, which of the indicator sub-groups they thought would be most useful irrespective

of

cost, for current implementation as well as being important for monitoring in the next

five years.
Expert opinion was analyzed with respect to each of the sub-groups and a
perceptual map of the five groups was developed. Expert perceptions of feasibility for
current indicator implementation, and possibility of implementation in five years were
mapped.

2.12.3.1. Biplot:
The Biplot technique (Bradu and Gabriel1918; Gabriel 1981) is used for a
number of methods like MDPREF, PREFMAP, CA and MCA (Kuhfeld 2004)' The

JJ

3.0.0. Indicator

3.1.0.

Literature Review:

Introduction:
Indicators and forestry practices from various parts of the world were reviewed.

Since forestry in Canada and Scandinavia both deal with similar ecosystems (Henry

2002), Scandinavian examples are discussed in detail. Comparing and contrasting

similarities in the forestry practices and indicators monitored assisted in understanding
the similaritbs between the two continents and their respective forest industries.
The review of Canada's Biodiversity Conservation Strategy and Canadian

indicator literature consisted of an extensive amount of indicators in place across the
country at all levels from the International (MP C&I), National (CCFM), Provincial
(Ontario), Local level (Model Forests) indicators across the country.
The indicator matrix obtained from the review of indicators was incorporated in
questioruraires given to experts from the forest industry, provincial decision makers,

biologists and university researchers.

3.2.0 Biodiversity Monitoring in Scandinavian Boreal Forests:

3.2.1. Boreal Forest Circumpolar Distribution:
Boreal forests are circumpolar in distribution, occurring between 50 and 60
degrees North latitudes (www.ucmp.berkeley.edu2003). Boreal forests constitute one

the largest terrestrial biomes in the world, accounting for more than

l3 million

of

square

kilometers (Henry 2002). Boreal forests in Scandinavian countries and Eurasia support

similar assemblage of species and characteristics (Henry 2002). The influences of
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humans and forest management on these forests have also existed for centuries (Henry
2002).

Figure 4: Circumpolar distribution of the Boreal Forest. Map source (Hare and
Ritchie 1972)

This literalure review focused on Scandinavian Boreal forests and was carried out to
determine and identiff indicators that can be applied to sustainable forest management

activities in Canada. Summarizing the various approaches taken for measuring and
monitoring Biodiversity in Scandinavian Boreal forests and contrasting those with
approaches in Canada, increases the knowledge for achieving sustainable forest
management.

Efforts to compare and contrast certain bird species befween Eastern Canadian
Boreal forests and Fennoscandia have been attempted (Louis et al. 2000), and efforts are
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underway in a limited scale to apply certain bird species like woodpeckers as indicators

of forest bird diversity (Mikusinski et al. 2001) in Canada. To give further background
into forestry practices and the extent of forestry, the Nordic countries account for 2
percent of the forest areas in the world compared to 7 percent of Canada

(www.borealforest.org2003). Historically, forestry practices and anthropogenic
influences have been more pronounced and intense in Scandinavia, having been carried
out over centuries (Larsson and Danell200l) compared to Canada, where forestry
practices began to occur in earnest from the beginning of this century

(www.canadianf'orestry.com2001). However, exploitation of resources in other areas like

fur trade have been taking place for some centuries.
The awareness of biodiversity as a major management issue in Fennoscandia
occurred after the Rio Conference in 1992 (Larsson and Danell 2001). Th¡eats faced by
Fennoscandia forests include loss of habitat and monocultured forests leading to loss

of

diversity in strucfure (Larsson and Danell 2001). Global warming, air pollutants and
introduced species management, especially species for commercial forestry (Sjoberg and

Danell 2001) constitute other major th¡eats (Larsson and Danell 2001). Management for
biodiversity focuses on th¡ee major paradigms: forest reserves, modihed silvicul¡rral
methods, and habitat restoration (Fig .5)

Angelstam and Andersson (2001) have discussed developing guidelines for forested
reserves in Sweden. Similarly, in Manitoba, the province is in the process of establishing

protected areas under the protected areas initiative (PAI) in partnership with World

Wildlife Fund Canada's Endangered

Spaces Campaign. The protected areas initiative, is

however, more expansive, with involvement from other resource sectors as well.
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FOREST
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Figure 5: Methods to conserve Biodiversity in Fennoscandia. Source: Modified
from (Larsson and Danell2001).
Complementing the forested reserve concept is a unique Swedish example, the
key habitat concept (Hansson 2001). Sweden has always had its focus on species
protection; the key habitat concept is the keystone species concept applied to small
habitats, especially where red-listed species may tend to occur. Red-listed species, which
are used mostly, tend to be stationary organisms

like lichens, fungi and bryoph¡es,

which however overcome isolation by mobile diaspores (Hansson 2001). The key habitat
concept focuses on the cryptogams rather than on vertebrates and vascular plants alone.
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Fire as a natural disturbance is quite similar to Canada as well, but the policy

of

forest companies and forest certification requirements to burn a specific amount of land

within their management in Europe (Granstrom 2001) may not be applicable to Canada.
In Canadian boreal forests, fire seems to occur in much larger scales, 100 000 ha fires are
cortmon (Simberloff 200i) so fue as certification requirement may not be implemented
because

ofthe large tracts offorests and also because plantation forestry is not practiced

in Canada.
The green tree retention (GTR) concept (Vanha-Majamaa and Jalonen 2001) is
another idea which is being adopted. The concept focuses on th¡ee major objectives:

l) "

lifeboating" species and processes over the regeneration phase 2) leads to more structural
variation of the forest stand (Vanha-Majamaa and Jalonen 2001) and 3) to increase

connectivity at the landscape level (Franklin eTal.1997).

It has been suggested by Vanha-Majamaa and Jalonen (2001) that GTR

can be

carried out with prescribed burning to increase chances of restoration of forest continuity.

Similarly it has been suggested that GTR could be implemented in Canada with othe¡
regeneration methods as well (Anon. 1995).

Retention of coarse woody debris (CWD) on site has been discussed by Ehnstrom
(2001). However, the relevancy towards Canadian forestry needs to be reviewed since the
study has focused on intensive forestry, which has been carrying out plantation managed
stands

with no or little coarse woody debris in managed stands in Scandinavia, where as

in Canada practices have in recent times left coarse woody debris within stands.
However, the importance of CWD carurot be over emphasized between managed and
unmaraged stands. carried out a study with regards to potential biodiversity indicators in
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boreal forests. Their results indicate that assumptions of using one set of indicator specres

within boreal forests cannot be made, and that indicator species, if chosen, should be
from several species groups (Jonsson and Jonsell 1999). Relationships do exist between
various species groups and CWD (Bader et al. 1995; Okland et al. 1996), various other

organismalgroups of red- listed forest species also tend to differ with their habitat
requirements with respect to forestry practices (Berg et al. 1995). Some of the
suggestions regarding leaving dead wood, i.e. parts that are cut off to be left in the

cutover area, and trees other than spruce be turned into stumps and leave standing trees

of

birch and aspen, is already practiced by some forest companies (Tembec 2001) in
Manitoba. These are part of the certification criteria being adopted by the companies in
Canada as well (Keenan 2002).

Certification criteria for the forestry companies seem to vary with nationaV
regional conditions, which shows there is impetus for more local and region specific
requirements in certification of forests. There is a need to connect with the information
that is being collected from these very similar ecosystems; the only distinction pertained
to the differences in species but with almost identical assemblages performing the same
ecosystem functions. Proper integration of this knowledge would lead to better
management and understanding of our forests.

To conclude, forestry practices in Canada seem to be synchronous with research
and forestry practices in Scandinavian countries, with similar indicators being adopted.

However, there is still a wealth of information to be learned by sharing information
between the two continents in managing for biodiversity and sustainable forestry
practices.
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3.3.0. Canada:

3.3.1. Important milestones in Canadian Biodiversity Conservation:

3.3.2. Convention on Biological Diversity:

Biodiversity came into prominence in Canada and the rest of the world in the last
decade. The conference on Environment and Development held at Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

1992,was the f,rst to recognize the global decline of biodiversity as one of the major
envi¡onmental concerns facing the world (Biodiversity Convention Off,rce 1995).
Subsequently, Canada was the first industrialized country to

ratiff

the United Nations

Convention on Biological Diversity in December 1992. One hundred and

fifty six

countries and the European community signed the convention, which was built upon the
Brundtland report "Our Common Future"(1987) and World Conservation Strategy (1980)

(Biodiversity Convention Office I 995).
The Biodiversity Convention recognized three objectives

:

r

The conservation of biodiversity

¡

The sustainable use of biological resources; and

¡

The fair and equitable sharing of benefits resulting from the use of genetic resowces.

3.3.3. Canada's response to the Convention on Biological Diversity:
The main requisite of the signatories of the convention was to develop a national

biodiversity strategy as a guide to implement conservation of biodiversity. A Canadian
Biodiversity Working Group was established in i993, involving federal and provincial

4l

departrnents and within two years the Canadian Biodiversity strategy (CBS) was
developed. (B iodiversity Convention Offi ce I 99 5)

3.4.0. Canadian Biodiversity Strategy:

3.4.1. Vision:
The vision of the CBS states "A society that lives and develops

as a

part of nature,

values the diversity of life, takes no more than can be replenished and leaves to fuhre
generations a nurluring and dynamic world, rich in its biodiversity" (Biodiversity

Convention Office I 995).

3.4.2. Goals:
Five goals of the Canadian Biodiversity Strategy: (Biodiversity Convention Off,rce
r

99s).

o

To conserve biodiversity and use biological resources in a sustainable manner.

¡

To improve our understanding of ecosystems and increase our resource
management capability.

r

To promote an understanding of the need to conserve biodiversity and use

biological resources in a sustainable manner.

¡

To maintain or develop incentives and legislation that support the conservation of
biodiversity and the sustainable use of biological resources.

¡

To work with other countries to conserve biodiversity, use biological resources in
a sustainable manner and share equitably the benefits that arise from the

utilization of genetic resources.
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3.5.0. The Criteria and Indicator concept in Sustainable Forest Management:
Canada, according to the goals of the Canadian Biodiversity Strategy, met

with

twelve other countries and agreed to develop a set of criteria and indicators to aid
conservation and sustainable m¿magement of boreal and temperate forests. This has come

to be recognized as the Montreal Process criteria and indicators, which is described in
detail in the indicator review section.

3.6.0. Importance of Criteria and Indicators in Forestry:
The criteria and indicator framework has become the driving force for monitoring
and conserving biodiversity in the forest industry and also at all levels of management

in

the forest industry. The conservation of biodiversity and C&I have become increasingly

important as a means to certification (Noss 1998; FSC 1999; Dorma 2001). The criteria
and indicators need to be a part of certification in almost all standards like the CSA

(Canadian Standards Association), FSC (Forest Stewardship Council), ISO (Intemational

Organization for Standardization) 14001, and it is imperative that some form of criteria
and indicator frame work be built in to the decision support modeling tool.

A number of indicators

are utilized for monitoring biodiversity

in the boreal forest

(Mclaren et al. 1998; Jonsson and Jonsell 1999; Model Forest 2000; Ehnstrom 200I;

Mikusinski et al. 2001). The first step is to understand what indicators are available to
measure and conserve biodiversity, and bring together a matrix of all available indicators.

3.7.0. Montreal Process Criteria and Indicators:

The 1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and Development

(tlNCED), called upon all nations to ensure sustainable management of forests
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(Biodiversity Convention Office 1995). The Statement of Forest Principles, and
Converüions on Biodiversity were produced at the summit in Rio (Biodiversity
Convention Off,rce 1995). One of the goals of the Convention on Biodiversity was to

work with other countries in conserving biodiversity, which led to the formation of a
coalition of 12 countries, other than the European countries, coming together to develop
criteria and indicators for the conservation and sustainable management of boreal and
temperate forests (Canadian Council of Forest Ministers 1997). European countries report

to what is known as the Helsinki process. This conference on security and cooperation
met in Montreal. This was the f,rst detailed multinational discussion on sustainable
forestry criteria and indicators, which led to what is now known as the Montreal process
(Canadian Council of Forest Ministers 1997).

The Montreal Process

C&I (MP C&i)

are national level indicators reporting on

Canada's international commitments. The MP

C&I report has a total of nine indicators

for criterion one (Conservation of Biodiversity), of which five indicators report on the
ecosystem or landscape diversity and two indicators each that report on the species and

genetic diversity (Santiago Declaration 1995). The species based indicators focus on the
number of forest dependent species and thei¡ status with respect to maintaining viable
breeding populations the data for this indicator is partly available from COSEWIC'S
(Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada) recommendations. Genetic
diversity

will

be reported by assessing forest dependant species at their cunent

distribution with respect to their former range. This indicator when able to report will be
able to assess the gênetic isolation of the concerned species (www.mpci.org2002). The

other indicator on genetic diversity

will report on population levels of representative
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species based on their range and diversity of habitats. Data on genetic diversity indicators
need to be collected.

Table

l: Montreal Process indicators

Landscape Diversity
Based

Indicators

for conservation of biodiversity.

ipecies Diversity Based

Genetic Diversity Based

[ndicators

lndicators
rlumber of forest

lxtent ofarea by forest
¡pe relative to total forest lhe number of forest dependent
tlea

;pecies

Extent ofarea by forest
:ype and by age class or
;uccessional stage

lependent species that

)ccupy a small portion
heir former range

of

Ihe stalus (threatened, rare,
rulnerable, endangered, or extinct)
rfforest dependent species at risk
rf not maintaining viable breeding ?opulation levels of
'epresentative species from
ropulations, as determined by
egislation or scientific assessment liverse habitats monitored
'at the national level).

rcross their ranse

Extent of area by forest
ype in protected area
:ategories as defined by

IUCN or other
:lassification svstems

lxtent of areas by forest
ype in protected areas
lefined by age class or
iuccessional stage

iragmentation of forest
ypes

3.8.0. Canadian Council of Forest Ministers Criteria and Indicators:
The CCFM criteria and indicators are used to report to the Montreal Process

as

part of Canada's commitment to conservation of biodiversity. The criteria and indicators

provide a scientific reference point and provide the impetus to evaluate the state of
Canada's forests at the National level. CCFM's

initial document Defining Sustainable

Forest Management: A Canadian Approach to criteria and índicators (1995) described 6
criteria and 83 indicators. CCFM's first technical report Criteria and indicators

of
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sustainableforest management in Canada: Technical report, released in 1997 described
Canada's ability to report on the proposed indicators and agreed to review the numbers

of

indicators in the CCFM framework. The CCFM status report released in 2000 (Canadian

Council of Forest Ministers 2000) describes 62 indicators.

While the criteria define a set of values to sustain, indicators focus on scientific
factors that report on the state offorests in Canada.

The six criteria are:

l.

Conservation of Biodiversity.

2.

Maintenance and enhancement of forest ecosystem condition and productivify.

3.

Conservation of soil and water resources.

4.

Forest ecosystem contributions to global ecological cycles.

5.

Multiple benefits to society.

6.

Accepting society's responsibility for sustainable development.

Criterion one (Conservation of Biodiversity) is represented by six indicators, three
indicators accounting for ecosystem/landscape diversity and th¡ee accounting for species

diversity. Genetic diversity, however, has not beenreported in this status report.
Indicators reported by the CCFM (2000) status report are all at the Ecozone level

of

ecological land classification, within the CCELC hierarchy. Species information is being
collected directly depending upon its sensitivityindex based on COSEWIC's (Committee
on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada) recommendations. There are I l6
species that are at risk in Canada that are forest dependent. The

frst

species based
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indicator rates the total number of species at risk with the number of known forest
dependent species. The immense amount of data to be collected and then assimilating

will

it

be a challenging task. Species that are forest dependent are categorized based on

their degree of forest dependence by the CFS (Canadian Forest Service). The Second
species indicator is partially fulf,rlled with the data available from the report prepared by

Alvo (1998) (for the CFS, Canadian Pulp and Paper Association and the Biodiversity
Convention Office) and COSEWIC (1999) (Canadian Council of Forest Ministers 2000).
The third species based indicator describes species based on range; however this leads to

different interpretations while either referring to plants (it may be found in a smaller
percentage of habitats formerly occupied within its historic range) or a maÍrmal (with its
present range being significantly smaller than its original range) (Canadian Council

of

Forest Ministers 2000).

The CCFM C&I and the MP C&I are complementary to each other (Canadian
Council of Forest Ministers 2000), the CCFM C&I differ from the Montreal Process C&I

with one less criterion, the criterion being "Legal, institutional and economic framework
for forest conservation and sustainable management" This criterion, is however, partly
fulfilled by indicators 3 and 4 under criterion 5 (i.e. contribution to the National economy
and nor¡timber values) and indicators 3,4, and 5 under criterion 6 (i.e. sustainability

of

forest communities, fair and effective decision making, informed decision making) of the

CCFM C&I framework (Canadian Council of Forest Ministe¡s 2000).
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Table 2: CCFM criteria and indicators on conservation of biodiversity.
Landscape Based Indicators CCFM

Jnecies Based

Indicators CCFM

Number of known forest dependant species
:lassified as extinct, threatened, endangered,

of

Percentage and extent in area, offorest types :are or vulnerable relative to total number
(nown -forest dependent species. (At the
:elative to historical condition and to total
iorest area.
lcozone level of ELC.)
Percentage and extent of area by forest type Population levels and changes over time
md age class.
selected species and species euilds
A,rea, percentage and representatives

:orest types in protected areas

of

of

Number of known forest dependant species
:hat occupy only a small portion of their
iormer range

3.9.0. Provincial Indicators:

3.9.L.Ontario:
Ontario and Quebec are the two Canadian provinces, which have developed fullfledged provincial indicators (State of Canada's Forests 2000). Provincial indicators for

Ontario are discussed below. Ontario has classified indicators under criterion one,
conservation of biological diversity, into four elements, instead of the traditional three
(i.e. ecosystem, species, and genetic diversity) (Canadian Council of Forest Ministers,
1995; 1997;2000). Landscape diversity is addressed separately from ecosystem diversity.

However, the demarcation of a landscape and an ecosystem is not clear with considerable
overlap of these levels and varies with respect to scale. The species indicators monitored
at the landscape level can also be done at the ecosystem level.
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Table 3: Provincial indicators for Ontario on conservation of biodiversity:
andscaDe DiversiW

Jomposition and
;tructure of forest
ypes by aqe class

Ecosystem Diversitv

Somposition and
;tructure of terrestrial

md aoutic svstems

Snecies

Diversitv

Representation (area
and percent of forest
lypes by protected area Forest dependant
category)
snecies at risk

Forest access roads

Genetic Diversitv
Landscape-scale
fo¡est management

guideline.

Forest dependant
leatured species

Frequency distribution
md pattern of harvest Ecologically sensitive
md natural disturbance areas (including riparian
areas) identifred and
rreas. Frequency
Jistribution of clearcut managed according to
rnd wildfire sizes used forest management
rs Droxv indicator
suidelines.
Levels of
fragmentation and
¡onnectedness of
forest ecosystem
oomponents.
Landscape pattern
Lndices and forest

flragmentation
þatchiness and

iuxtaposition) (spatial
malysis) and forest

liversity indices
irichness, evenness)
inonspatial) used as
¡roxy indicators.

Irends in downed
woody debris and
rtanding dead trees

Quantity and
Jistribution of old
growth forest
lcosystems.
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These indicators follow the C&I Montreal process framework for selection of
indicators. Landscape indicators are monitored by utilizing provincial satellite coverage
as a proxy for ecosystem composition and structure. Frequency disturbance patterns are

estimated

by comparing data from 1970 to 1995 and this has been done as a frst

approximation this would be further analyzed as more data becomes available (State

of

the Forest Report 2001). Levels of fragmentation and connectedness are obtained by two
separate data sources, from the management

unit level (forest resource inventory)

and

provincially by the percentage of 28 land cover types based on satellite imagery (State of
the Forest Report 2001). The percentage of forest access roads is calculated from the
forest resource inventory, which contains information on unclassif,red land; the normal
practice of companies is to set aside

5o/o

of the harvestable area for roads. The amount of

unclassified land is also assessed at the ecoregion

level. The ecologically sensitive areas

a¡e natural areas prone to disturbance (State of the Forest Report 2001). Data

for downed

woody debris is being collected as part of the provincial forest growth and yield program,

plus information from forest ecosystem classification plots. Two indicators monitor
species diversity: forest-dependant species at

risk and forest-dependant species. Sixty

forest dependent species are at risk in Ontario (State of the Forest Report 2001), of these

only 16 are known to occur within the forest planning area. They are managed by
appropriate management activities that are enforced by the provincial forest compliance
program (State of the Forest Report 2001). The Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources is

- fine filter approach (Noss 1987; Hunter l99l;

Baydack et al.

species diversity management (i.e. the landscape as the coarse

filter and site-

developing a coarse filter
1999)

to

specific habitat characteristics as the fine filter) (State of the Forest Report 2001). The
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approach to monitoring genetic diversity is currently being developed

with a landscape-

scale forest management guide that focuses on natural disturbance patterns (State of the
Forest Report 2001).

3.10.0. Model Forest Indicators on Conservation of Biodiversity:

The next in the C&I hierarchical framework are model forest indicators developed

to monitor sustainable forest management at the local level (i.e. Forest management
level).

Indicators for monitoring biodiversity are classified similar to the CCFM Criteria
and lndicators; the first criterion is the conservation of biological diversity with th¡ee
elements: ecosystem diversity; species diversity; and genetic diversity. These indicators

for each of the model forests were developed by consultation, and a working group of
partners sharing varied perspectives on social, economic and environmental issues

surrounding forest management (Model Forest 2000) Model Forest indicators work
towards fiUing the gap that exists at the local level, and provide the necessary information
and framework for or¡site monitoring activities (Mosquin et al. i995; Canadian Council

of Forest Ministers 2000; Working Group 2001). Several companies in Canada apply
Model Forest indicators in sustainable forest management in their regions. The indicators
monitored by these companies across Canada are represented in a matrix (Table 4).
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Table 4: Model Forest indicators for conservation of biodiversity across Canada.

(Model Forest 2000)

Landscape Diversity Based

Species Diversity Based

Genetic Diversity Based

[ndicators

lndicators

lndicators

Proportion of pre- harvest
assessment crews trained in the
Jercent and extent ofarea by
.orest type and age class in

recognition/identification of VTE Adherence to seed zones
species and habitat þroportion of (% ofstock from correct

ha )

crews trained)

seed zone)

Proportion of identified VTE for Implementation of an exwhich appropriate management situ/ in-situ gene
{¡ea ofeach forest type, by
rse class in fha)
action have been taken (# ofsites conservation stratew
Number of species classified as Changes in population,
genetic diversity and
extinct, exti¡pated, endangered,
fistribution of cover types and th¡eatened or vulnerable (# of
structure and gene flow
rse classes Der cover fvoe l%) soecies)
for selected soecies
Number of known forestdependent species classified as
extinct, extirpated, endangered,
All naturally occurring
threatened or vulnerable relative species are maintained
Jomposition of the forest in
to total number of known forest - within sub-regions
(species presence using a
dependant species (to be
erms of Forest Ecosystem
lEC V-wpes lha)
developed)
checklist approach)
lercent and extent of area of
Absence of species or
brest communify and age clasr Population levels/ indices of
prery ELC, relative to
vulnerable of threatened and
visible subspecies from
3uropean settlement condition endangered species (# of
formerly populated areas
(to be develooed)
rnd total forest area (ha)
observations)
Forest management activities, not
set out in management plan, in
the habitat of threatened,
land by land use vulnerable or exotic species

\¡ea offorest
iesisnation (number of ha)

(frequency and ha)

ldentification and protection of
local sites of significance (ha
md %in IUCN categories I II Diversity of bird populations
(abundance)
tII IV and V)

Population size and
reproductive success are
adequate to maintain
levels of genetic diversity
(to be developed)

Utilization of commercial
lree genetic material in

Percent and representativeness

¡fforest types in protected
l¡eas (%o of area in ha)

Degree of range reduction
of sensitive species (to be
de VC loped)

Population size and reproductive
success ofspecies at risk

tree propagation

(descriptive)
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rcent and representativeness
protected areas \#ithin the
ite districts of which the unit
a part (area in ha of fo¡est
Population size and reproductive
ity group by IUCN
success of species dependant

interior forest conditio

Size of parent population
having produced
generation (# of

ns

Distribution of

atural seed collection

roportion of each eco-region
ted status (%o

inha

Population levels of caribou

ithin seed zone and
regeneration from local
site seed source.
(descriptive)

lation estimates)

orest management activities,
set out in the management
lan, in rare or fragile
ed, semi-denuded,
and islets) (frequency

Population levels/ indices of
ted species or guilds (# per

iversity of species
ins selective

Relative abundance, species
areas (proportion of
h ecosystem sub-region that
in a protected status

rest fragmentation (outlining

hness and diversity

of

igratory songbirds (estimated
and percent

o significant changes in
5ene frequencies in trees
to be developed)

of each forest

t of Prince Albert Model

ial features status (by

a¡ea

within I km of an

active access road

of forest fragmentation
connectedness of forest
osystem components (km

of Habitat quality

adlkrt of area)
I of forest fragmentation

rface area and size

istribution of areas located
than l, 5 and l0 km from

and quantity for
selected species (to be devel

umber of known forestependent species that occupy

nly a small portion
rortion of their
in the region
umber of habitat units for the
inter range of Owl Lake
oodland Caribou herd (habitat
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Continued partnership in the
Integrated Forestry/lVoodland
Amount and percentage of
interior forest space (%o of total Caribou Management Committee
(descriptive)
lorest area)
3hange in roadedness per

rolume of trees removed
lssociated with modified forest
rractices (length ofroad per
Percentage productive area < 80
rnit area)
/ears bv Caribou Zone (Voìl

latchsize distribution by
ratu¡al disturbance fype by

Distribution of Newfoundland

andscape unit by age class (to Marten (distribution map based

le developed)

iize and distribution of
:ontiguous patches (to be

on available habitat)
Percentage productive area < 3 m
height by Caribou conidor (%

leveloped)

area)

Amount and distribution of
:dee (to be developed)

Area harvested in Grizzly habitat
zones (area harvested/ total

srizzlv habitat)

Relative distributbn of seral
;tages following natural
.burned) and human

'harvested) disturbances (ha)

Exploitation rates of Biological
resources (% species decrease/yr,
% decrease/ha)

lelative distribution and
Number of known forestliversity of vegetation species dependant species classif,ied

as

:ollowing natural (burned) and
luman (harvested)
listurbances (ha)
Percentage productive area >
100 years in Forest Ecological
Nelworks (o/o of area fulfilling

endangered to vulnerable and the
number of recovery plans for
these soecies lto be develoned)

ipecific requfuement)

develoned)

Area of habitat suitable and
available for selected species and
or species guilds (to be

Amount of area with natural
Percentage productive area < 3 cover type suited to the Acadian
n height in Forest Ecological Forest Region and Site (to be
),ietworks hrealarea x 100)
developed)
Vature ofpatch size and shape
:esulting from harvesting
rpproximating natural
andscape patterns (to be

leveloped)
Jhanges in patch size
listribution in relation to
ratural patterns of disturbance
'to be
developed)
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A.verage area

oftotal clear cut

iha)

\Iaturally regenerated areas
:elative to reforested areas (ha)
Abundance and composition of
:esidual stand structure lha)
3hanges in amount and
:omplexity of rcrtical habitat
ìtructure (measurement of the
reieht ofeach laver)
\bundance of coarse woody
lebris, snags, etc. (hee per unit
rea and mass per unit area)
)ensity of roads (hal kr#)
lercent of proposed harvest
rlocks subject to pre-harvest
tssessment

(%ha)

Iotal forest

area by percent
lnd extent in all the
:ombinations of forest cover
ypes and maturity classes (to

re developed)

of forest permanently
:onverted to nor¡forest land
rse, e.9., wbanization. Also
ncludes agriculture and golf
A,¡ea

)ourses (to be developed)
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3.10.1. Manitoba Model Forest Indicators on Conservation of Biodiversity:

Monitoring by Tembec Industries Pine falls operations.
The Manitoba Model Forest (Table 5) developed biodiversity indicators by

joint

consultations and working with various focus groups. These indicators have been applied

by Tembec Indusfies, since the Manitoba Model Forest does not have management
responsibility for the specified management area (Keenan2002). The Manitoba Model
Forest and Tembec have developed 8 landscape-based indicators, 5 species based

indicators, and 3 genetic diversity based indicators. Techniques for monitoring these
indicators are being finalized and reporting is anticipated to begin from 2004-2006.
(Tembec C&I report 2001).
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Table

5:

Manitoba Model Forest indicators on conservation

of

biodiversity:

(Tembec C&I report 2001)

Landscape diversity based

diversity based
Genetic diversity based
lndicators
lndicators
Proportion of pre- harvest
assessment crews trained in the
Percent and extent of area by rec o gnition/identif,rcation of
brest type and ase class
VTE species and habitat
Adherence to seed zone
Proportion of identified VTE
Jomposition of the forest in for which appropriate
Utilization of commercial tree
erms of Forest ecosystem V- management action have been genetic material in tree
ypes
propagation
taken
Distribution of commercial tree
establishment from provincial tree
improvement sources, natural s
seed collection within seed zone
Proportion ofeach eco region Habitat quality and quantity
and regeneration from local site
in protected status
for selected species
seed source.
Patch -size distribution by
Number of habitat units for the
ratural disturbance type by
winter range of Owl Lake
andscape unit by age class
Woodland Caribou Herd
Nature of patch size and
Sontinued partnership in the
shape resulting from
lntegrated Forestry /
harvesting approximating
Woodland Caribou
natural landscaoe natterns
Management committee
Abundance and composition
rf residual stand structure
Species

lndicators

Density of roads
Percent of proposed harvest
rlocks subject to pre-harvest
ìssessment
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3.11.0. Indicator Matrix Discussion:
The Matrix yielded a much larger proportion of ecosystem or landscape indicators

(Hunter 1990). Single species indicators like Woodpeckers (Mikusinski et al. 2001) were
also expressed. Overall there has been a synchronous effort in measuring indicators in the

management strategies of forest companies. The species related information and

indicators incorporated focus on characteristics that relate to habitats of the proposed
indicator species as well and highlight the importance given to biodiversity at the
landscape level. Considering the fact that vascular plants and vertebrates occupy only a

small percentage of the world's biodiversity ffranklin 1993), and in order to maintain
diversity at all levels, efforts need to focus on perceiving the ecosystem as a whole entity.
Hence, managing ecosystems will address conservation of biodiversityt this is being
achieved by developing landscape level monitoring strategies (Lindenmayer et al. 2000).
The Landscape-based biodiversity indicators reported are cost effective compared to

monitoring certain species-based indicators alone. Some of the forest structural
(Lindenmayer et al. 2000) indicators in use have data already available, or data being
collected as part of the forest resource inventory refer CCFM

C&I (CCFM 2000) and

provincial indicators of Ontario (State of the Forest Report 200I). However, identifying
certain relevant species based indicators and determining what needs to be measured still
needs to be given attention.

The charts @gure 6- 11) compare and provide a visual representation of the

relative numbers of landscape indicators to species and genetic diversity indicators, in
place across Canada in the C&I hierarchy. There is a consistency in the importance given

to

landscape or ecosystem based indicators.
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Figure 6:
Montreal
Process

Biodiversity
Indicators

Landscape/ Ecosystem Indicator: 5, Species Diversitylndicator:

2, andGenetic Diversity

Indicator: 2

H

hdc¡toE ø Elodlnd¡ty

Figure 7:
CCFM
Biodiversity
lndicators

Landscape / Ecosystem Indicators: 3, and species Diversiry Indicators: 3.
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4.0.0 Results

4.l.0.Introduction:
Two sets of iterations were carried out through the Delphi approach so as to refine
the matrix and the different indicator groups. Iterations helped to understand changes in
expert perceptions, and facilitated informed decision-making. The first iteration was
carried out with a limited number of biologists, and the second iteration consisted of a
larger group of experts from the three groupings.

4.2.0.1't Iteration:
4.2.1. Spearman Rank Correlations

:

Table No: 6. Spearman rank correlation

Structure.

Protected

& Pattern Area
Structure

l't iteration.
Disturbance

Species

Gene

& Frag

&
1.000

Pattern
Protected.
Areas

Disturbance

0.554

1.000

0.429

0.323

1.000

-0.286

-0.258

0.3r7

1.000

-0.136

0.r23

-0.318

0.572

&

Fragmentation
Species

Gene
1.000
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4.2.2. Perceptual Map of Indicator Groups Ranked as Best:
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Figure 12: Biplot of biodiversity indicators groups ranked

as best

by expert opinion.

The results in Table 6 and figure 12 show a clear dichotomy between landscapebased indicators and species and gene indicators. The CA

first axis shows

a 5l%o

variance and the second axis shows a34%o variance.
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4.2.3. Perceptual Map Interpretation:
Each vector (Figures 13-18) represents an expert and has "E "as a prefix followed

by a number, and the relative length of the vector indicates the expert's view of
developing and monitoring these indicators. The proximity of a vector towards an
indicator expresses a preference of that expert towards that individual indicator. A "Q"

prefix and

a number denote each

indicator. Each expert is denoted by numbers l-6 in the

first iteration and 1- 13 in the second iteration.
Certain indicators of significance and indicator clusters that share an affinity are

highlighted with a polygon enclosing them (Figures 13-18). A change in direction of
vectors implies a change in perception of the expert as to what a particular group of

indicators may achieve. The close proximity of any two objects or vectors to each other
implies the similarity expressed by the experts or similar ranking of those two objects.

Example expert vector interpretation.
Labels:

El- Expert No.l

This is where experts think
we could be in monitoring indicators
irrespective of cost constraints

Q1- Indicator No.1.

This is where experts think where we
monitoring indicators in five years.

will

be in

This is where experts think we are currently in
monitoring these indicators.

Figure 13: Example interpretation of biodiversify indicators Perceptual Map.
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4.2.4. Expert perceptions of Individual sub-groups:

In the first iteration, perceptuai maps of individual subgroups were carried out, so
as

to better understand expert perceptions of the individual groups, and the individual

indicators as well.
4.2.4.1. Structure and Pattern Perceptual Map:

èe

çN

ô¡

(t)

X

Q8

o

El

U

-a

o

Q7

Labels:

-+81- Expert No.1.
o Q1- lndicator No.i.

CAAxis 1,337o

Figure L4: Perceptual Mapping of expert opinion on Landscape based structure
and pattern subgroup of indicators (See figure 13 for example interpretation).

The first CA axis had33% variance and the second CA axis had24% variance.
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4.2.4.2. Protected Areas Perceptual Map:

Q6

sln
õl

ô¡
(t)

X

Q1o

U

Labels:

-ù81-

Expert No.1.

o Q1- lndicator No.1.

CAAxis l,33%o
Figure 15: Perceptual Mapping of expert opinion on Landscape based protected
areas subgroup of indicators (See figure 13 for example interpretation).

The first CA axis had a variance o1337o, and the second CA axis had a variance
of.257o. In the first iteration the protected areas sub-group had only seven indicators, this
was revised and increased to ten indicators in the second iteration.
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4.2.4.3. Disturbance and Fragmentation Perceptual Map:

a

QI

Q5
E3

Ê

ñ
lr)
N

Q¿

N
.2
X

E4
a

O

Q12¡

Q11

/,,

V

abels:

->E1- Expert No.1.
oQ1- lndicator No.1.

CA Axisl ,36Vo
Figure 16: Perceptual Mapping of expert opinion on Landscape based disturbance
and fragmentation subgroup of indicators (See figure 13 for example

interpretation).
The percent variance in the first CA axis was 36Vo and25 7o rn the second CA
axis respectively.
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4.2.4.4.Species Indicators Perceptual Map

:

ñ
F{

Nñ

o

ô¡

ã,

Q6

(^

Q4

X

Q

oQ2
E3

4oo,o
Ql3
Q12

Labels:

->E1- Expert No.1
oQ1- lnäicator Nà.t.

CA Axis l,32Vo
Figure 17: Perceptual Mapping of expert opinion on Species indicators (See fïgure
13 for example interpretation).

The first CA axis had32Vo variance and the second CA axis hadZIVo variance.
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4.2.4.5.Gene fndicators Perceptual Map :

+

èe

N
ôl
U)

X
(.)

Labels:

+EL-

Expert No.l.

o Ql- Indicator No.l.

CAAxis 1,387o
Figure 18: Perceptual Mapping of expert opinion on Gene indicators (See fÏgure 13
for example interpretation).
In the gene group, the flust CA axis had387o variance and the second CA axis had
207o vanance. In all the groups and subgroups the fi¡st two axes accounted for about 50

-60Vo of the variance.
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4.3.0.2nd Iteration:

4.3.1. Spearman Rank Correlations :

Two sets of Spearman rank correiations were carried out in the second iteration.
The first was what the experts considered to be the best group to fulfill their area of
expertise, and the second Spearman rank correlations was to understand correlations
about what experts perceived about each group and theír relationships.

Table 7: Spearman rank correlation

Structure
& Pattern

Protected
Areas

2nd

iteration.

Disturb &

Species

Gene

Frag.

Structure
& Pattern

1.00

Protected
Areas
Disturb

0.35

1.00

&.

-0.05

0.49

1.00

Species

0.16

0.49

-0.10

1.00

Gene

-0.16

0.47

0.20

0.45

Fra o

1.00
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4.3.2. MultÍple Discriminant Analysis :
Experts constrained by profession, were analyzed to determine if professions

played a major role in ranking indicator groups.
Perceptual Map of expert opinion on indicator groups constrained by profession.

èe

lr¡
r-'{

N
(n

X

!r

À

ooo
Labels

I Forestry experts
Wildlife managers
o O
O Conservation biologists
MDAAxis 1,857o

Figure 19: Perceptual Map of expert opinion on indicator grouping based on
occupation.
The MDA Axis 1 accounted f.or 85Vo variance and the MDA Axis 2 for l5Vo.
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4.3.4. Perceptual Map of Indicator Groups:

Disturbance and Fragmentation

Structure and pattern group

c

c81.2

E6

Species

s\o

Sro"p_-J

*ã

t.l

Protected areas group

N

(t)

o

oE8

c El1

E5
o

X

c

El3

o

E3

U
E1

Labels:

4'-

lndicator grouPs
0 E1- Expert No.1.

CA Axis

l, 57 7o

Figure 20: Perceptual Mapping of expert opinion on biodiversify indicator
groupings.

f\rt

(68"

prefix denotes the experts, and the indicator groups are represented by

vectors.
The first CA axis had 57Vo Variance and the second CA axis had l6Vo Variance.

4.3.5. Perceptual Map of Indicator Groups Ranked as Best:
Protected areas indicator
Species based indicators
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Gene based indicators

Disturbance and Fragmentation indicators

CA Axis L,537o
Figure 21: Biplot of biodiversity indicators groups ranked as best by expert opinion.
The CA axis

t

had 537o variance and the second axis had 24Vo vanance.
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4.3.6. Expert Perceptions of Individual sub-groups:
4.3.6.L. Landscap e/communitY :

s4

s-8

.-!i

q

F-8.oÍ-O
-c

,oo

P-7
E2
P-8

c
s-10

co

èe

c

F-1

ta

P-2

ôl

P-9

(t)

c

X

c
P-10

o

s-6

Q

Labels:

-> El- Expert

No.l.
Indicators:
o S-1 Structure and Pattern indicator No.l.
o P-l Prtotected areas indicator No.l.
o F-L- Disturbance and Fragmentation indicator
No.1.

CAAxis t,30%o

Figure 22: Perceptual Mapping of expert opinion on Landscape based indicators
(See

figure L3 for example interpretation).
The CA first axis had30Vo variance, and the CA second axis had l5%o vaiance'

Each vector (Figures

lg,2l,

and23) represents an expert and the relative length of the

vectors indicates the expert's view of developing and monitoring these indicators. The
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proximity of

a vector towards an

indicator indicates

a

preference of that expert towards

that individual indicator.
4.3.6.2. Species based indicators:

tE4

\q
rôl
N
(t

sp-4
cE7

E6

Eeo

X

-/

E8

c

E10

sp-7

U
tE1

t

Labels:

lSp-1-

Species indicator

Q E1- Expert

No.l.

EL2

No.l.

CAAxis l,36%o
Figure 23: Perceptual Mapping of expert opinion on Species indicators'
The CA axis

t had36%variance, and the CA second axis 2 had27 Yo vairance-
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4.3.6.3. Gene based indicators:

c

gene-10

èe

N
ô¡
CA

X

U

c- gene-þ
a

gene-4

Labels:

>
.

a'

EL- Expert No.l.

gene-l- Gene indicator No.l.

oene-9

CAAxis l,35Vo
Figure 24: Perceptual Mapping of expert opinion on Gene indicators (See figure L3

for example interpretation).

The CA axis

t

had35Yo variance and the CA axis 2hadZlo/ovatiance.
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4.3.7.Expert Perceptions of Individual Indicator Groups Ranked

4.3.7
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o El- Expert No.l.
o Siruct-i- Structure and pattern indicator No'1'
o Þrotect-l- Proctedted arèas indicator No'1'
o ñ;;g-i: ñistrubance and Fragmentation indicator No'1'

c

Struct-3

CA Axis 1.,397o

as best by
Figure 25: Biplot of Landscape based biodiversity indicators ranked

experts (See fÎgure L3 for example interpretation)'
The

CAl

axis had 39Vo vanance and the CA2 axis had lJTo vaIiance'
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4.3.7.2. Species based indicators:
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Figure 26: Biplot of Species based biodiversity indicators ranked as best by experts
(See

fÏgure L3 for example interpretation).

The CA axis

t

had a variance of 34Vo and CA axis 2 had a variance of.20Vo.
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4.3,7,3. Gene based indicators:
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Figure 27: Biplot of Gene based biodiversity indicators ranked as best by experts
(See

fïgure 13 for example interpretation).

The CA axis

t had3IVo

variance and CA axis 2 had257o variance.
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5.0.0. Discussion

5.1.0. lst Iteration:

5.1.1. Spearman Rank Correlation:

As

a

preliminary analysis of perception mapping a Spearman rank correlation

(Table 6) was carried out to understand relationships among experts and between the
scaling groups. The landscape sub-groups all had positive correlations among them. The
analysis highlighted a strong positive correlation between species and gene-based
indicators. Gene had a weak negative and species had a weak positive correlation with
disturbance and fragmentation. However, this was not expressed in the second iteration
(Table 7) with a larger number of experts.

5.1.2. Perceptual Map of Indicator Groups Ranked as Best:

To further understand these relationships between the indicators and map them,
Correspondence Analysis (CA) (Figure 12) of the responses from questionnaire D

(Appendix 1D) was carried out. The CA produced results similar to the Spearman
correlation. First axis scores corresponded with the scaling hierarchy. The first axis also
showed a clear dichotomy, separating the landscape subgroup from species and gene
indicators. Experts that ranked gene-based indicators low also ranked the landscape
indicators highly, especially disturbance and fragmentation. This was an intriguing result
given that fragmentation indices are often indirect measures of changes to gene flow and
genetic bottlenecks (Bacles et aL.2004), but then in the second iteration (Figure 21) this
was reversed with gene and fragmentation subgroups having a weak positive correlation.

A distinct preference by experts for landscape indicators followed by species based
81

indicators was expressed. lVhich suggests there is preference for indicators that are

economically viable, and also for indicators for which data is readily available.

5.f .3. Expert perceptions of Individual sub-groups:
5.1.3.1. Structure and Pattern Perceptual Map:
Further expert opinion was analyzed with respect to each of the sub-groups, and
perceptual maps of the five groups were carried out. Experts' perceptions of indicator

feasibility for current implementation, implementation in five years, and best indicators
irrespective of cost were mapped. Each vector indicates an expert, and their relative
lengths suggest the expert's perception of developing and monitoring these indicators.
Closer the proximity of a vector towards an indicator, the greater the preference of that
expert to that indicator. The first landscape based indicator sub-group, structure and
pattern (Figure 14), had ten indicators, and three experts felt there was a need to develop
irrespective of cost or constraints indicator

3

(Figure 14) which dealt with structure and

composition based on age class. Structure and pattern indicators focusing on habitat
diversity (Thomas 7979; Oliver 1992; 1994) have been viewed from an ecosystem
management perspective (Haufler 1 999).

lndicators 4 and 10 dealt with wetlands and aquatic ecosystems, and the experts
ranked them similarly, wetlands in biodiversity conservation has been realized and efforts
are underway to incorporate them through satellite data and geographic information

systems (GIS) at the landscape level (Aaviksoo et al. 2000). Three of the experts

indicated there is a need for a lot of improvement in structure and pattern indicators,

similar to suggestions from Lindenmayer et al. (2000).
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5.1.3.2. Protected Areas Perceptual Map:
Protected areas, the second sub-group in the landscape indicator group (Figure
15), had seven indicators. Indicators 4 and 7 (Figure 15), having a close affinity dealing

with ecologically sensitive areas and fragile ecosystems, are expressed close to each
other. Likewise indicators 2 and 3 are ranked similarly both deal with different aspects

of

percentage and quantity ofarea represented (Figure 15).

Three of the experts felt there was a need to improve these indicators
substantially, however there were some variations in their perceptions depending upon

their need, whether it was irrespective of cost or in five years. Cooperider et al. (1999)
have suggested a number of approaches to conserve biodiversity through the Bioreserve
Strategy. An important function of protected areas is the fact they also act as a resource

for information on the effects of management on the landscape (Leopold 1941; 1949;
Christensen et al.1996; Cooperider et al. 1999) an essential component for sustainable
forestry.
5.1.3.3. Disturbance and Fragmentation Perceptual Map:
The last of the landscape based indicator sub-group, disturbance and
fragmentation, (Figure 16) had fourteen indicators. Expert 2 felt there was a need for
tremendous improvement. The relative perceptions of the rest of the experts were similar
as expressed

by the length of the vectors. Clusters of indicators with similar objectives

are expressed close to each other. Indicators 4, 6, and 14, dealing with forest roads, were
expressed close together (Figure 16). Indicators dealing with forest roads are important in

forest management, especially when incorporating new roads involved in resource
extraction (Noss and Csuti 1994; Haskell 2000; Gucinski et al.200l; Watkins et al. 2003)
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Experts ranked indicators 10, 9, and 3, (Figure 16), dealing with forest patches
and connectedness, similarly. Research on comparing canopy structure of trees otherwise

known

as

patch dynamics as an indicator has also been demonstrated in northem

hardwood forests (Bormann and Likens 1979). Indicators
fragmentation are closer together, and indicator

1

I andZ,which

1, dealing

focus on

with forest edge, is placed

midway between the forest patch indicators (10, 9, 3) and the fragmentation indicators
(1,2) clusters (Figure 16). Fragmentation and some other spatial properties of landscape
features have been proposed as measures for monitoring biodiversity. (McGarigal and

Marks 1995; O' Neill et al. 1995; Haufler et al.2002)
5.1.3.4. Species Indicators Perceptual Map:
The fourteen species based indicators (Figure 17) were addressed in questionnaire

B (Appendix 1B). Experts ranked related species based indicators similarly. Indicators 12
and 13 are clustered together: they both represent birds, and indicator 9, also representing

bird diversity, is closest to this cluster studies utilizing birds as indicators have been
carried out in the boreal forest (Mikusinski et al. 2001). Indicators 6,7,8 that focus on
species from a forest management perspective, are all expressed on one side of the map

(Figure 17). Experts all felt indicator

2

(Figure 17), the number of known forest

dependant species classified as extinct, threatened, endangered, rare or wlnerable relative

to total number of known- forest dependant species (At the ecozone or eco regional level
of Ecological Land Classification) was important, However studies indicate that focusing
on these species as conservation targets may not be sufhcient to monitor overall species
richness of a region (Chase et al. 2000; Bonn eT al.2002). Indicators 3 and 4 both focused
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on forest species at risk ofbeing th¡eatened or endangered and are closest to indicator 2

in the perceptual map (Figure I7).
The perception of all the experts is the necessity to see significant improvement

on species indicators irrespective of cost. This could probably be explained by the high
cost associated with monitoring programs for species based indicators (Roloff and

Haufler 1997; C&I Alberta. 1998; Haufler et al. 2002) compared to the other scaling
groups. Species monitoring is common when dealing'ùiith threatened, endangered, rare or
species of special concern, where legislation also plays a major role (Haufler et al. 2002)

in monitoring. However this issue needs to be viewed in a more holistic manner

as

successive iterations have highlighted this attribute.

5.1.3.5. Gene Indicators Perceptual Map:
The gene-based indicators (Figure 18) were addressed in questionnaire C

(Appendix 1C). Since there were relatively few number of indicators, clustering of the
indicators has not occurred. From the length of the vectors, it can be determined that
three of the experts felt that there was a need for substantial improvement in gene based

indicators, and they felt improvement should be possible in the next five years. The
remaining three experts expressed the view of a relatively less need for these indicators or
felt there was less of

a need

for improvement this could in part imply that experts felt a

lot might not be achieved even without cost constraints. Another possibility could be that
the experts misconstrued the indicators, this possibility was considered and efforts were
taken to address this issue by ensuring the experts were well informed. This issue can
best be overcome by implementing an iterative approach and the second iteration showed

promising results with a convergence of views expressed by the experts.
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5.2.0.2nd lteration:

5.2,1. Spearman Rank Correlations:
The second iteration produced fwo sets of Spearman rank correlations, the fîrst
(Table 7) correlation exhibited results different from the first iteration. The gene subgroup had strong positive correlations with species and protected areas. Gene also had
weak positive and weak negative correlations with the disturbance and fragmentation
sub-group and structure and pattern sub-group, respectively. This was contrary to the
results seen in the first iteration. Fragmentation and metapopulation studies (Hanski
1998; Haufler et aL.2002) have also highlighted these correlations.

5.2.2. Perceptual Map of Indicator Groups Ranked as Best:
The results from the Biplot (Figure 21) show some similarities with the 1't

iteration Biplot (Figure l2), and some different opinions as well. Gene indicators
continued to be the least preferred among the groups as shown by the vector being
farthest away from the experts. Species and protected areas were positively correlated,
and exhibited closer together as well; this is consistent with the general opinion of usually

considering conservation of species with protected areas (Haufler et aL.2002). This is
especially true when there is an increase in the number of threatened, and endangered
species, so a protected area approach is adopted and possible causes for the change in
species shift are identified (Haufler et aL.2002). Species and structure and pattern were

ranked equally and were given the most importance as exhibited by their proximity to the
experts.
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5.2.3. Perceptual Map of Expert Opinion on Indicator Groups Constrained by

Profession:

Multiple Discriminant Analysis (À/DA) was used to discriminate along the lines
of expert occupations. Conservation biologists and forestry personnel were the most
widely dispersed groups with the wildlife and species biologists overlapping these two
groups (Figure 19). The CA second axis was the best to describe the dispersion along
occupational lines.

5.2.4. Perceptual Map of Indicator Groups:
The perceptual map of indicator groups (Figure 20) displays a consensus on what
the experts think would be the best indicators without cost constraints. Convergence

of

the indicator groups towards the center of the map is seen (Figure20).
Experts agree that there will be less improvement in species based indicators over the

next five years, but significant improvement is possible in the best species indicators

without the cost factor. Experts agree that structure and fragmentation indicators will

see

significant development in the next f,rve years, as expressed by the length of their vectors
(Figure 20) and this implies the amount of data that will become available in the next five
years. Lindenmayer et al. (2000) also express the need for better data.

The current gene indicator grouping is the farthest away, implying that the least is
being done with regards to these indicators, and also that gene is the group that

will

require the most attention, followed by structure and fragmentation indicators.

Haufler et al. (2002) also agree that there may never be sufficient resources to
study and monitor genetic diversity for a significant part of an ecosystem. Therefore
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focusing on specific taxa, especially one which may be more informative than others
could be the best option in monitoring genetic diversity (Haufler et aL.2002).

5.2.5.Expert Perceptions of Individual sub-groups:
5.2.5.1. Landscape based indicators:
The perceptual map of experts on the Landscape sub-groups shows a consensus as

to what they think need to be monitored. Fragmentation indicators 9, 10 and 3, protected
areas indicators 6, 7, and 8, and structure and pattem indicators 5 ærd

8 (Appendix

1A)

were considered to be the most important.
Experts one, four and twelve connected with forest management had the greatest
expectation in developing these landscape indicators.

Overall there seems to be a consensus emerging from what experts think needs to
be monitored with regards to landscape-based indicato¡s. This is also the sentiment
expressed by Haufler et al. (1999) and stress the fact even with the existing data gaps

it is

important for resource managers to pursue landscape level monitoring.
5.2,5.2. Species based indicators

:

The perceptual map of species based indicators (Figure 23),is different from the
other perceptual maps in representation. These vectors represent indicators and are shown
as

how experts think they are being monitored.
The experts are spread over the map expressing their very different interests. The

indicator vectors also suggest the need for improving monitoring of these indicators.
Experts felt many of the indicators were actually the best, but seemed to differ

if

improvement will be seen in the next five years. Experts five, thirteen, and nine found
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indicators two, three and nine (Appendix 1B) to be the most important, and agreed upon
the need to further develop these indicators.
5.2.5.3. Gene based indicators:
The gene indicator perceptual map (Figure 24) exhlbits tremendous improvement

in consensus of opinion about gene indicators compared to the first iteration (Figure i 8).

All experts agree that a lot of the gene indicators

can be considered as best without cost

constraints and also seem to agree that development of these indicators will not occur in
the nest five years. The experts also seem to agree in what is currently being
implemented, and what
agree

will likely

be implemented in the next five years, which they

will not be any different from what is currently being implemented, similar to

Haufler et al. (2002).
Gene indicators four, five and

six (Figure 24) were considered to be most important

(Appendix 1C).

5.2.6. Expert Perception Biplot of Individual Indicator Groups Ranked as Best:
5.2.6.1. L an ds cap e/community

b

ased indicato rs :

Expert perception Biplot (Figure 25) was used to identify indicators that would be
the best, irrespective of current implementation or future use in five years.
The Biplot highlighted indicators that showed a slightly different set of favored
indicators when experts were asked to consider only what was best. Structure and pattem

indicators 1 and 10, fragmentation indicator 5 and protected areas indicator

I

were

considered to be the most important. The least important were structure and pattem

indicators 3,4,7 and 9, and protected areas indicator 10 (Appendix 1A).
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5.2,6.2. Species based indicators:
The expert perception Biplot of species based indicators (Figure 26) again shows
a consensus

of expert opinion,

as they are closely expressed together.

lndicators one, two

and ten followed by three, seven and six were considered to be best (Appendix 1B).

Indicators four, five, eight and nine were considered to be least important (Appendix 1B).
5.2.6.3. Gene based indicators:
The experts' perceptions in the Biplot (Figure 27) were similar to the results seen

in the perceptual map of gene indicators (Figure 24).Indicators four, five, seven and
eight were considered to be best. Expert two found indicator eight to be most important.
Experts one and fifteen found indicator nine to be important. Indicator ten was considered
to be the least important (Figure 27).

5.3.0. Conclusion:

Two iterations of perception mapping were completed in this research. The results
suggest perceptual mapping can be used as a tool to evaluate biodiversity indicators and

decipher where a forest manager's focus needs to be in developing and monitoring these

indicators. Importantly, expectations of experts on indicators when considered without
cost constraints were significant. Expert perception of the future use, and irrespective

of

cost constraints, factors seems to vary between the various scaling groups. The gene

group of indicators needs the most attention in the area of development, but experts also
agree that there might not be much development in the near future (Haufler et al.2002)

While comparing the two iterations, there has been

a consistent trend towards a

consensus on what indicators need to be monitored and developed. The development

of

indicators that also focus on landscape features has been highlighted in other studies
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(Hunter 1990; Lindenmayer et al. 2000; Haufler et aL.2002) However, some differences

still exist in the opinions expressed by experts, especially, with species based efforts
(Chase et al. 2000; Mikusinski et al. 2001). Efforts have also focused on using indicators

to monitor and model species richness (Mac Nally and Fleishman}}}2),but species
indicators may not be sufficient to monitor overall species diversity of an area (Bonn et
aL.2002). Divergence in opinion expressed by experts on species indicators implies the
need to test relationships between indicator species and the entities they are supposed to

indicate about (Lindenmayer et al. 2000) before they are incorporated as indicators in
decision-making.
Whether the differences that exist in opinions are ultimately important for
conservation of biodiversity needs to be explored. Landscape-based indicators are

important for ecosystem-based management (Haufler et al. 1999). A coarse-fine filter

(I{unter

1

99 1 ;

Haufler et al. 1999; Haufler et al. 2002) approach may be implemented

with landscape-based indicators and selected species-based

as the

fine filter. The

landscape-based indicators also provide linkages to an ecological land classification,
since both operate of similar spatial scales (Sims et al. 1996). But with experts citing

monetary constraints as a major factor in indicator monitoring especially with its
standardization, duration and continuity (C&I Alberta. 1998), landscape-based diversity

indicators focusing on structural components (Lindenmayer et aL.2000; Haufler et al.
2002; Rolstad et aL.2002) as a coarse f,rlter and species indicators (Mclaren et al. 1998;

Mikusinski et al. 2001) should be the first priority.
Global environmental change has impacts across different spatial and temporal
scales (Peterson 2000), and forest management has to take into account climate change
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(Noss 2001). This is considerably different from forest management under more stable

conditions. Studies have been carried out on the global scenarios of different Biomes of
global biodiversity (Sala et al. 2000), the predicted changes in the boreal forest suggests,
the two major drivers would be climate and land-use change followed by nitrogen

deposition, direct forest management

will influence the last two drivers. When

encountering such radically changing climatic scenarios, it is all the more important to
constantly monitor sustainable forest management plans Q.loss 2001) and biodiversity
indicators. Perceptual mapping could play a major role tracking this rapidly changing
scenario.

lnformation obtained by applying this technique of mapping expert perceptions of
indicators will be valuable for incorporation into the Ecosite Decision Support System

(DSS) for Sustainable Forest Management (SFM) in Manitoba. Experts suggest some

of

the landscape-based indicators will be measured at the ecosite level (Anon.2004) when
the ecosite ecological land classification is incorporated into the forest management plans

of the companies.
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6.0.0. Conclusions and RecommendatÍons:

6.1.0. Conclusions

This research has highlighted the importance of biodiversity indicators and the
need to monitor them in Sustainable Forest Management (SFM). Expert input and

extensive review of literature was carried out to determine a possible set of indicators.

This set of indicators was further refined using perception mapping. The indicator lists
(Appendix Z)have been established with ten indicators per goup.

Objective 1: To identify and obtain biodiversity indicators critical to the conservation of
biodiversity in Manitoba through expert opinion.
The biodiversity indicators were identified through an extensive literature revlew

of indicators. However, their applicability to Manitoba and the ability to monitor them
were needed. Therefore expert opinion from Provincial, Forestry experts and Biologists
was utilized and indicators important to Manitoba were identified.

Objective 2: To decipher what experts perceive these indicators are achieving or not
achieving.

How experts perceived these indicators was determined and the perception of
experts suggested which groups of indicators they considered important.
Experts found the landscape-based indicators to be important followed by species
and gene-based indicators.

Perception mapping was used to track perception change of experts over time.

This research has demonstrated perception mapping can be carried out by relatively
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inexpensive means, within a short time frame. Successive iterations can also be carried
out over time to further determine the changes and development of these sets

of

indicators.

Objective 3: Highlight the underlying relationships that exist between these various
indicator groups and relate it to the ecosite level of ecological classification.
The underlying relationships between the various sub-groups were analyzed and

affinities between the different landscape sub-groups were strongly expressed in the first
iteration. Consensus was well established as what to monitor in landscape indicators
compared to the other two groups of indicators in the second iteration.
The landscape group of indicators, with disturbance and fragmentation sub-group

followed by the structure and pattem sub-group, will likely see the most improvement in
the next five years, as better data becomes available

with an improved inventory.

This list of indicators can be incorporated into a decision support-modeling tool
and would help forest managers implement sustainable forest management principles.

Experts gave importance to landscape/ecosystem-based indicators, since most of these
indicators

will be gleaned from forest inventory

data. Structure and pattem based

indicators with disturbance and fragmentation based indicators will play an important
role in the years to come.
The need to focus on species based indicators has also been expressed, as it may
be important for forest managers to monitor rare, threatened and endangered species.

However, the opinion obtained from the experts has been rather diverse with regards to
species indicators.
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The perception of the experts implies that most of the experts depending upon

their occupational affiliation tend to marginally gravitate towards

a

particular group (i.e.

conservation biologists towards species-based indicators and forestry personnel towards
landscape-based indicators) in other words occupation does tend to bias the indicators

being chosen.
Gene-based indicators are the most neglected group and this groups needs

improvement in monitoring but the impression expressed by the experts suggests that
gene based indicators may not be monitored in the near future (i.e.

five years).

Disturbance and fragmentation indicators surrogates for gene flow and genetic
bottlenecks had a negative correlation with gene-based indicators in the first iteration,
and a positive correlation in the second iteration.

Forest companies in Manitobamay be in a position to implement many of these
indicators in the next five years, as more data becomes available with improved inventory
standards to measure these indicators. Forest mangers and provincial personnel can

utilize this research for developing and streamlining various indicators groups. The
landscape-based indicators

will

be compatible for incorporation into the ecosite level

of

ecolo gical land classification.

Objective 4: Apply perception mapping as a tool for analyzing expert opinion with
regards to biodiversity indicators in sustainable forest management and protected areas
management.

Perception mapping was successfully applied to expert opinion of biodiversity
indicators in sustainable forest management. This represents the first time this approach
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was used in this field. The need to understand indicators of biodiversity at this juncture

of

significant changes occurring to our environment cannot be over emphasized.

Objective 5: To recommend best practices for the development of future indicators in
sustainable forest management.

Lists of biodiversity indicators have been made available for forest managers.
Perception mapping and the supporting literatu¡e have suggested methods to incorporate

biodiversity indicators into sustainable forest management plans.

6.2.0. Recommendations:

1)

Forest managers and policy makers are encouraged to utilize the indicator lists

(Appendix 2) developed for Manitoba and incorporate them into their sustainable
forest management plans.

2) Landscape-based

indicators are compatible with ecosites and can be implemented

at the ecosite level of ecological land classification.
3) Species indicators should be implemented as a fine filter in forest management

plans along with landscape-based indicators as the coarse filter.
4) Focus on developing gene-based indicators as efforts to monitor them are lacking

in Manitoba and elsewhere in the world.
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Appendix 1A

Questionnaire A.
'Rank indicator

Q.No.

Ecosystem Diversity:
Structure and Pattern

I

A¡ea of forest, by type and age

irrespective of
cost/imp

'Rank indicator
currently
implemented in
your field/industrv

'Rank indicator
to be
implemented in
next 5 vears.

class, and wetlands in each
ecozone.
2

Percentage and extent in area, of
forest types relative to historical

condition and to total forest area
(Hectares)

4

Percent of wetlands in effective
forest management
Composition and structure of

5

aouatic svstems
Composition of the forest in

3

terms of Forest Ecosystem types
ßEC) V-tvpes (Hectares)
6

A¡ea of forest land by land use
desisnation (Hectares)

7

Nahrally regenerated

areas

relative to reforested areas
(Hectares)
8

9

l0

Changes in amount and
complexity of vertical habitat
structure (Measurement of the

heieht of each laver)
Percent of proposed harvest
blocks subject to pre-harvest
assessment (% hectares)
Composition and structure

of

forest types by age class.

ll

ost and or implementation
are the best)
'Rank ( I :worst to I 0:best) the measures that you currently implement as an indicator in your freld. (i.e. what are the best
currently in use.)
3Rank (l:worst to tO:best) the measures that will be operational as an indicator within five years. (i.e. what do you think
will be the best we can do in five years given the trends in certifìcation)

(i.e. what
difficulry.
"""k(t*or*

Q.No.

Ecosystem Diversify:

'Rank indicator

Protected Areas

irrespective of
cost/imp

'Rank indicator
currently

'Rank indicator to
be implemented in

implemented in

next 5 years.

vour fìeld/industrv

I

Extent of area by forest type in
protected area categories as
defined by IUCN (International
Union for Conservation of Nature) or

other classification systems
2

llncludins orovincial)
A¡ea of forest, by lype and age
class, wetlands, soil types and
geomorpholo gical feature types

in protected areas in each
ecozone.
3

Quantity and percentage of old
growth forest ecosystems

4

Ecologically sensitive areas
(including riparian areas)
identified and managed
according to forest management
euidelines
Identification and protection of
local sites of significance
(Hectares and%)

5

6

Proportion of each eco-region
in protected status (%hectares)

7

Forest management activities,
not set out in the management
plan, in rare or fragile
ecosystems (alder stands,
denuded, and semi-denuded)
(frequency and hectares)

8

Area of forest permanently
converted to noruforest use,
e.g., urbanization. Also includes

asricultüe and solf courses.
9
10

Percentage of protected area
that is road accessible.
A¡ea & percentage offorest
fypes in protected areas

ll
*.- (t*or"," *t*Xt"

t".^,r..-

t and or implementation
are the best)
2Rank
I I :worst to l0:best) the measures that you currently implement as an indicator in your field. (i.e. what are the best
currently in use.)
sRank (l:worst
to lO:best) the measures that witl be operational as an indicator within five years. (i.e. what do you think
will be the best we can do in five years given the trends in certification)

difficulty. (i.e. what

Q.No.

Ecosystem Diversity:
Disturbance and

Fragmentation
I

Percent and amount

'Rank
indicator
irrespective of
cost/imp

'Rank indicator
currently
implemented in
vour field/industry

'Rank indicator to
be implemented in

next 5 years.

of

fragmentation in forest types
2

Frequency distribution and
pattern of harvest compared

J

4

5

6

with natural disturbance areas
Levels of fragmentation and
connectedness of forest
ecosystem components using
landscape pattern indices @g.
Patchiness and juxtaposition,
Shannon or other diversity
indices)
Patch - size distribution by
natural disturbance type by
landscane unit bv ase class.
Size and distribution of
contiguous patches (Hectares)
Surface area and size

distribution of areas located
more than l,5and l0 km from
7

roads (Hectares)
Changes in roadedness per

volume of trees removed
associated with forest practices
(length of road per unit area) or
8

9

l0

Densitv lhalkrrf)
Size and distribution of edge
(Hectares)
Abundance and composition of
residual stand struch¡re
lHectares)
Abundance of coarse woody
debris, snags, etc. (tree per unit
a¡ea and mass per unit area)

ll

'

less of cost and or imPlementation
are the best)
2Rank (
I :worst to lO:best) the measures that you currently implement as an indicator in your field. (i.e. what are the best
currently in use.)
rRank ( I :worst to lO:best) the measures that will be operational as an indicator within five years. (i.e. what do you think
will be the best we can do in five years given the trends in certification)

difliculty. (i.e. what

Appendix 1B
Q.No.

Species

Questionnaire B.
Diversity:

'Rank
indicator
irrespective
of cosUimp

'Rank indicator
currently
implemented in
vour fïeld/industrv

'Rank
indicator to be
implemented
in next 5 years.

The status of forest-associated
snecies at risk.
Numbe¡ of known forest
dependant species classified as
extinct, threatened, endangered,
rare or vulnerable relative to total
number of known- forest

I

2

deoendant soecies.

Number of known forest

3

dependant species that occupy

only a small portion of thei¡
former ranse.
Distribution of selected forest-

4

associated species.
Proportion of pre- harvest
assessment crews trained in the
recognition/ identification of rare,
th¡eatened and endangered

5

species (RTE) and habitat

(Proportion of crews trained)
Population levels of selected

6

forest- associated species like

RTE mammals (Eg.Caribou) and
birds lEs. Pileated Woodoecker)
Population size and reproductive

7

success

of species dependant

upon interior forest conditions.
Relative abundance, species
richness and diversity of species
(Ee. Shannon's index)
Number of invasive, exotic forest

8

9

associated soecies.
Percentage of area determined to
have high suitability (HSI) for
target species in forest
management

l0

l1

tt7

lRank(l:worstto lO:best)themeasuresthatwouldmakethebestindicatorregardlessofcostandorimplementation
difficulty. (i.e. what are the best)
2Rank (
I :worst to I O:best) the measures that you currently implement as an indicator in your field. (i.e. what are the best
currently in use.)

lRank (l:worst to 1O:best) the measures that will be operational

will

as an indicator within five years. (i.e. what do you think
be the best we can do in five years given the trends in certification)

Appendix lC
Q.No.

Questionnaire C.
'Rank

Genetic Diversity

indicator
irrespective of
cost/imp

I

'Rank indicator
currently
implemented in

vour field/industry

'Rank indicator
to be
implemented in
next 5 years.

Number of forest dependent
species that occupy a small
oortion of their former ranse
Genetic diversity of reforestation

2

seed-lots.
Status of in-situ and ex-situ
conservation efforts for native

3

tree species within each ecozone.
Changes in population, genetic
diversity and structure and gene
flow for selected species

4

All naturally occurring

5

are maintained

species

within sub-regions

(Species presence using a
checklist approach)
Absence of species or visible
subspecies from formerly

6

oooulated areas

of

7

Degree of range reduction

8

Percentage of natural seed
collection within seed zone and
regeneration from local site seed

9

No significant changes in gene
frequencies in trees
Utilization of commercial tree
genetic material in tree

sensitive species

source

l0

nronasation.

ll

lt8

lRank (l:worst to lO:best) the measures that would make the best indicator regardless of cost and or implementation
difäculry. (i.e. what are the best)
zRank
1l :worst to l0:best) the measures that you currently implement as an indicator in your field. (i.e. what are the best
cunently in use.)

sRankll:worstto l0:best)themeasuresthatwillbeoperationalasanindicatorwithinfiveyears.(i.e.whatdoyouthink

will

be the best we can do in five years given the trends in certification)

Appendix

lD

Questionnaire D.
'Rank best element

Elements

& Subgroups

irrespective of

'Rank best element
currently

cost/imp

implemented in your

'Rank

best element

to be implemented
in the next 5 years.

field/industry
Ecosystem Diversity:
Structure and pattern

Ecosystem Diversity:
Protected areas
Ecosystem Diversity:

Disturbance and
fragmentation

Species Diversity

Gene Diversity

and or implementation

difüculry. (i.e. what are the best)
¿Rank (l:worst
to l0:best) the measures that you cunently implement

as an indicator in your

field. (i.e. what are the

best

currently in use.)

sRank

(l:worst to lO:best) the measures that will be operational as an indicator within hve years. (i.e. what do you think
will be the best we can do in five years given the trends in certification)

Appendix 2 A. Landscape based Indicators: Structure and Pattern.
O.No.
I

2

J

4
5

Landscape Diversitv: Structure and Pattern
Area of forest. bv tvpe and age class. and wetlands in each ecozone.
Percentage and extent in area, offorest types relative to historical condition
and to total forest area (Hecta¡es)
Percent of wetlands in effective forest management
Composition and structure of aquatic systems
Composition of the forest in terms of Forest Ecosystem types (FEC) Vtypes fHecta¡es)

6
7
8

9

A¡ea of forest land by land use desierration (Hectares)
Naturally regenerated areas relative to reforested areas (Hectares)
Changes in amount and complexity of vertical habitat structure
(Measurement of the heieht of each laver)
Percent ofproposed harvest blocks subject to pre-harvest assessment(%o
hectares)

10

Composition and structure of forest types by age class.

t20

Appendix 2 A. Landscape based Indicators: Protected Areas.
Q.No.

Landscape Diversity: Protected Areas
Extent of area by forest type in protected area categories as defined by IUCN
(International Union for Conservation of Nature) or other classification Systems

2

(Includine provincial)
Area of forest, by type and age class, wetlands, soil types and geomorphological
feature types in protected areas in each ecozone.

3

Quantity and percentage of old growth forest ecosystems

4

Ecologically sensitive areas (including riparian areas) identified and managed
according to forest management guidelines

5

Identification and protection of local sites of significance (Hectares and

6

Proportion of each eco-region in protected status (%hectares)

7

Forest management activities, not set out in the management plan, in rare or
fragile ecosystems (alder stands, denuded, and semi-denuded) (frequency and
hectares)
Area of forest permanently converted to nonforest use, e.g., urbanization. Also

8

o/o)

includes agriculture and golf courses.
9

Percentage ofprotected area that is road accessible.

l0

A¡ea

&

percentage offorest types in protected areas

t21

Appendix 2 A. Landscape based Indicators: Disturbance and Fragmentation.
Q.No.

Landscape Diversity: Disturbance and Fragmentation

I

Percent and amount of fragmentation in forest types

2

Frequency distribution and pattern of harvest compared with natural disturbance
areas

3

4

Levels of fragmentation and connectedness of forest ecosystem components
using landscape paftern indices (Eg. Patchiness and juxtaposition, Sha¡rnon or
other diversitv indices)
Patch - size distribution by natural disturbance Vpe by landscape unit by age
class.

5

Size and distribution of contiguous patches (Hectares)

6

Surface area and size distribution of areas located more than
roads (Hectares)

7

Changes in roadedness per volume of trees removed associated with forest
practices (length of road per unit area) or Density (halkn?)

8

Size and distribution of edge (Hectares)

I

Abundance and composition of residual stand structure (Hectares)

10

Abundance of coarse woody debris, snags, etc. (tree per unit area and mass per

l,5and

10

km from

unit area)
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Appendix 2 B. Species based Indicators.
Q.No.

Species Diversity indicators

I

The status offorest-associated species at risk.
Number of known forest dependant species classified as extinct, threatened,
endangered, rare or vulnerable relative to total number of known- forest

2

dependant species.
3

Number of known forest dependant species that occupy only a small portion
of thei¡ former range.

4

Distribution of selected forest-associated species.
Proportionof pre-harvest assessment crews trained in the recognition/
identification of rare, threatened and endangered species (RTE) and habitat
(Proportion of crews trained)
Population levels of selected forest-associated species like RTE mammals
(Ee.Caribou) and birds (Ee. Pileated Woodpecker)
Population size and reproductive success ofspecies dependant upon interior
forest conditions.
Relative abundance, species richness and diversity of species (Eg. Shannon's
index )
Number of invasive. exotic forest associated species.
Percentage of area determined to have high suitability (HSÐ for target species
in forest manasement

5

6
7
8

9

l0

123

Appendix 2 C. Gene based Indicators.
O.No.
I

2
J

Genetic Diversity Indicators
Number of forest dependent species that occupy a small portion of their
former range
Genetic diversity of reforestation seed- lots.
Status of i¡¡situ and ex-situ conservation efforts for native tree species

within each ecozone.
4

Changes in population, genetic diversify and structure and gene
selected species

5

All naturally occuning

flow for

6

species are maintained within sub-regions (Species
presence using a checklist approach)
Absence of species or visible subspecies from formerly populated areas

7

Degree of range reduction of sensitive species

8

9

Percentage of natural seed collection within seed zone and regeneration
from local site seed soruce
No significant changes in gene frequencies in trees

l0

Utilization of commercial tree genetic material in hee propagation.
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